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1 INTRODUCTION 
This document describes features and utilities of the TDMS-Plus SCADA system and the 
Open VMSa operating system that can be used by the system manager to maintain the 
system. The reader should have a reasonable understanding of Open VMX concepts, DCL, 
and DECnet network management. Open VMS operations pertain to both Alpha AXP and 
VAX platforms. When necessary, restricted operations will be specified. 

Open VMS DCL commands that are referenced in this manual are generally intended to be 
entered from a programmer’s console. These consoles may be a VT series terminal or a 
workstation console. On workstation systems running DEC windows/Motif, select the 
application “DECTERM” from the Session Manager’s Application menu to implement a DCL 
command. 

For full documentation on Open VMS, the user is referred to the Open VMS documentation 
set. 

2 SECURITY 
Access to the system through the system console or a remote terminal via modem exposes 
the system to danger of accidental or intentional damage. For a full discussion of Open VMS 
security issues, see the GUIDE TO SYSTEM SECURITY in the Open VMS documentation 
set. 

2.1 SECURING THE SYSTEM AGAINST UNWANTED ACCESS 

To prevent unwanted access to the system, the following steps should be considered. 

 Control physical access to the system and its console. 

 Control remote access to ports on the computer. 

 Protect the system with non-trivial passwords. 

 Maintain a system of regular backups to allow recovery of a damaged 
system. 

2.2 SECURING THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM 

No system is secure if there is casual access to the computer itself. Any person with enough 
knowledge can halt the system and boot a tape that can then be used to copy or destroy the 
system disk. 

The first level of security is to restrict physical access to the computer and its console. This 
means allowing access to the system only to individuals with proper security clearance and 
only at times when access can be monitored. 

This level is simple to implement in most SCADA systems, as access to the control room or 
computer room is normally restricted. 
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f the system console is a VT Series or graphics terminal, then it should be placed in a secure 
area. This area should be protected by lock from intruders and the area should be under 
frequent monitoring when individuals not authorized to access to the computer system are 
near the console. The console should be left logged off when not is use.  

In most workstation-based systems, the system console is also the operator console. In these 
applications, using separate accounts for the operator and the system manager will provide 
access control to various utilities. The system manager should select end session from the 
session manager menu to log out when his work is completed. 

2.3 SECURING THE MODEM 

Powering off the modem or disconnecting the telephone line when the modem is not in use 
best secures the modem line. When the modem must be used, the modem can be connected 
or powered up. 

2.4 SECURING USER ACCOUNTS 

Access to all user accounts should be secured by proper passwords. Review all accounts 
and delete unused accounts. (The SCADA system requires the SCADA account.) Obtain a 
listing of accounts by typing: 

$ SET DEFAULT SYS$SYSTEM 
$ RUN AUTHORIZE 
SHOW/BRIEF 
EXIT 

If there is any question of unauthorized access to Open VMS terminals, the password should 
be changed for all affected accounts. 

When creating passwords, the user should avoid short, easily guessed words. The VMS 
“SET PASSWORD/GENERATE” command will assist in selecting longer, random passwords. 

To set your own password, after logging into the account, type 

$ SET PASSWORD 
Old password: 
New password: 
Verification: 

The passwords you type will not be echoed. The “Verification:” must match the “New 
password.” 

The password change takes effect at once and is permanent. DO NOT FORGET THE NEW 
PASSWORD. 
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2.5 FORGOTTEN PASSWORDS 

If you lose or forget a password for a user account, log into the QEI maintenance account 
and use the menu to reset the user password. 

2.6 SECURING THE SYSTEM AGAINST DISK FAILURE 

The most frequent source of system failure is disk failure. 

Frequent complete system backups are therefore another important aspect of system 
security. It is advisable to maintain a full system backup for each server or workstation that is 
part of the system. A single database backup may be restored to either SCADA system. 

If the system disk is damaged and must be formatted or replaced the best solution will be to 
replace the contents of the drive with a recent backup. 

A backup may be taken by using the menu in the QEI maintenance account. 

You may select a backup of “ALL” (the entire system disk, with OpenVMS, SCADA software 
and the database) or “DATABASE” (JUST THE DATABASE FILES). See BACKUP in this 
manual for more information.      
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2.7 SECURING VULNERABLE PORTS 

On VAX-VMX systems, the system manager may consider further protecting a remote access 
modem by setting the terminal port connected to it to require a “system password”. This is 
best done by editing the VMS startup file SYS$MANAGER:SYSTARTUP_V5.COM and 
adding a line as follows: 

$ SET TERM/PERM/SYSTEM_PASSWORD TXBO: 

Where, in this example, TXB: IS THE MODEM PORT. This change will take effect on the 
next reboot. This attribute is automatically set for the maintenance modem port by SCADA in 
its startup procedure. Issuing the following command can set the system password: 

$ SET PASSWORD/SYSTEM 
Old Password: 
New Password: 
Verification: 

The resulting change in the system password takes effect at once and remains in effect after 
the system reboots.  If the system password is forgotten, it can be modified through the 
AUTHORIZE utility. 

Any terminal with the SYSTEM_PASSWORD attribute requires the system password before 
any user can log in to the system. The system will acknowledge the login attempt with a 
BELL character. If the system password is entered correctly, the user will be allowed to log 
on. 

The SYSTEM_PASSWORD attribute does not apply to modems connected via terminal 
server ports. Most terminal servers provide a password for access. Consult the terminal 
server documentation for further information. 

2.8 BREAKING EVASION 

In VMS 5.1 or later, repeated attempts to log in with the wrong password may activate VMS 
breaking evasion. If this occurs (typically more than 5 incorrect passwords in a time of less 
than 20 minutes) all attempts to log in from the offending account (even with the correct 
password) will be rejected (as if the password was incorrect) for a period of time. This time is 
typically more than 5 minutes. 

If this occurs, use another account, or wait more than 10 minutes before re-trying access on 
the same port. Again, consult the Guide to System Security for more information on 
advanced security topics. 

2.9 ADVANCED SECURITY 

Several key security features exist in the SCADA system that can be enabled to further 
protect the integrity of the system.  These include: 

 Individual operating system accounts for all users requiring interactive login into the 
system 

 Individual SCADA accounts with zones of responsibilities and mode of operation 

 Encrypted storage of user passwords 

 Minimum number of characters required for user passwords 
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 Requiring strong passwords for user accounts (at least 1 character and 1 number) 

 Expiring operating system and SCADA account passwords 

 Locking operating system and SCADA accounts on invalid attempts 

 Locking operating system and SCADA accounts on inactivity (no logins for certain    

       number of days) 

 Limited access to privilege system functions 

 Dedicated service accounts for QEI personnel that lock at the end of each day 

 QEI captive maintenance account that provides access to privilege system functions 

 

All of these security features can be enabled and configured for each system differently.  This 
allows system managers to customize their security configuration to meet their organizations 
needs.  Details for the configuration can be found in the section “Initializing System 
Parameters” found in this document. 

2.10 Determining lock/disable state of OpenVMS Accounts 
 
To see which of the SCADA VMS accounts are locked or disabled you need to do the following: 
Log in to the system with either the SOFTWARE or SERVICE accounts, then run the authorize utility in the 
sys$system directory.  
Use the following command:  
$run sys$system:authorize   

The command to see the accounts is  
UAF>show [201,*] /brief 

,the accounts with the Disuser qualifier are locked or marked as inactive.  
Following is an example of the above command:  
TESTB>run sys$system:authorize 
UAF> show [201,*] /brief 

       Owner         Username           UIC       Account  Privs Pri Directory 
 
SCADA                SCADA           [201,0]      SCADA    All     4 MG:[SCADA] 
SCADA                XCTA            [201,1]      SCADA    All     4 MG:[CONFIG. 
XCTA.LOG] 
SCADA                QNET$SERVER     [201,10]     SCADA    Normal  4 MG:[SCADA] 
SCADA                NDA$SERVER      [201,11]     SCADA    Normal  4 MG:[SCADA] 
SCADA                DPYOB$SERVER    [201,12]     SCADA    Normal  4 MG:[SCADA] 
SCADA                FINDM$SERVER    [201,13]     SCADA    Normal  4 MG:[SCADA] 
SCADA                QEI             [201,20]     SCADA    All     4 MG:[QEI] 
SCADA                SERVICE         [201,30]     SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                SOFTWARE        [201,31]     SCADA    All     4 MG:[SCADA] 
SCADA                KOSTAS          [201,100]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                C1              [201,101]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC1             [201,102]    SCADA    All     4 MG:[PC1] 
SCADA                PC2             [201,103]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC3             [201,104]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC4             [201,104]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC5             [201,105]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC7             [201,106]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC8             [201,107]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC9             [201,110]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC10            [201,111]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC17            [201,117]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                STEVE           [201,117]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
SCADA                PC6             [201,121]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
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SCADA                TEST100         [201,122]    SCADA    All     4 Disuser 
UAF>EXIT 

3 REMOTE CONNECTION 

3.1 ESTABLISHING A CONNECTION 

3.1.1 Connecting from a VMS host 

To establish a connection from an Open VMS computer through a modem to the SCADA 
computer, execute the following steps: 

Select an unused port for the modem. We will assume port TXB7: for this discussion. 

1. Log into an account on the VAX or Alpha with the required privileges. 

2. Allocate the port, and set some required terminal characteristics, such as speed. 
 
$ ALLOCATE TXB7: 
$ SET TERMINAL/SPEED=1200/TYPEAHEAD TXB7: 
 
The ALLOCATE command makes this process the owner of the modem port. 
The SET command sets the terminal baud rate and turns on the typeahead 
buffer, required for the terminal emulator program. 

3. Connect the port to the modem with an appropriate cable. 

Activate a terminal emulator program. Digital provides SET HOST/DTE. QEI provides the 
public domain program KERMIT. 

To activate SET HOST/DTE, type: 

$ SET HOST/DTE TXB7: 

To activate KERMIT, type 

$ RUN MG:[KERMIT]KERMIT 

When KERMIT prompts “KERMIT32>” enter “CONNECT TXB7:” You are now connected to 
the modem through the terminal port. IF the modem supports the “AT” command set, you 
may dial by typing a command like: 

ATD 555-1212 

Dialing and connection are now handled by the modem. 

3.1.2 Connecting from a Remote PC 

To establish a connection from a PC through a modem, the most direct method is to activate 
a local communication program. There are a number of programs on the market that can 
provide remote access tot he SCADA system. PROCOMM PLUS for DOS or WINDOWS, 
CROSSTALK, BITCOMM, or even the simple terminal program provided with Windows can 
accomplish the task. Pathworks V4.x and V5.x provide SETHOST, which can be used in 
serial mode or through a network connection via LAT or CTERM. SETHOST only provides 
ASCII file transfers in serial mode, however, network connections can make use of DECnet-
DOS and NFT (Network File Transfer). SETHOST and NFT are also available with DG/DL 
software packages with network support. Pathworks VC5.x also provides a Windows based 
VT320 Emulator that may be used. When choosing a program, if possible, select one that 
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can provide a VT series terminal emulation. File transfer protocols provided with a VAX-VMS 
SCADA system are KERMIT and XMODEM. Alpha AXP systems do not support KERMIT 
and require ZMODEM. 

The necessary communication parameters for the local port settings are 8 bits, no parity, 1 
stop bit. Open VMS “TTxx” type terminal drives support most baud rates up to 38400. 
Typically the maintenance modem port is set to enable autobaud that will dynamically set the 
port to the sensed baud rate. 

If a terminal server port is used, it can usually be set to autobaud or autoconfig mode much 
like a TT type port. It may also be necessary to enable software flow control at the terminal 
server port and set the port for remote or dynamic access (terminal type on a Decserver 90L). 

To connect to the SCADA system, follow the local PC program instructions for dialing or 
direct connection to initiate the remote connection. Most Hayes compatible modems will work 
from the originating end with echo enabled (ATE1) and verbal result codes enabled 
(ATQ1V1). If no hardware handshaking is available (RTS, DTR, CTS) then set DTR to the 
ignore state (AT&D0). 

The answering end should be set to no echo (ATE0) and no result codes (ATQ0). Auto 
answer should be turned on (ATS0=1). Some modems provide dip switch access to these 
parameters. It is also acceptable to disable the AT command set, sometimes called dumb 
mode, at the answering end. 

3.1.3 Logging On 

When the connection to the SCADA computer is completed, most Hayes compatible modems 
will issue a result code indicating the connection status. At this time strike the RETURN key. 

If SYSTEM_PASSWORD is enabled for this terminal, you will receive a BELL character. (You 
may have to wait thirty seconds before pressing RETURN and receiving a BELL character). 

If you hear a bell, but see no other prompt, type the system password and press RETURN. 
The system should prompt for the user name. 

If SYSTEM_PASSWORD is not enabled, the prompt for user name will appear at once. In 
either case, enter the user name and then the password at the password prompt. 

If the connection is made to a terminal server port then enter the server password, if required, 
usually at the ‘#’ prompt. Once logged into the server, the normal server prompt will appear. 
At this time request the appropriate service connection. Servers normally provide commands 
to view or list the available services. Each node will provide a service you can connect by it’s 
node name. On most systems type: 

‘HOSTA’ or ‘CONNECT HOSTA’ 

If the system is connected or the “service is available” the user name and password prompts 
will appear. Enter the appropriate information for your account. 

Sometimes the answering port has not been configured as a maintenance modem port, or 
normally connects a printer to log events or reports. A procedure can be run to configure the 
port for modem operation.  

@[INSTALL]MODEM 
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The user will be prompted for the port (e.g. TTA2:) and the process currently running on the 
port. If a printer is normally connected enter “PRTSPL”. If no process is running and the 
procedure is being run to simply configure the port, simply hit return. 

You should now be logged into the SCADA computer. 

3.2 SCADA Error Reports 

The MG:[SCADA] directory is the destination for error reports generated by SCADA 
PROCESSES. These reports have names of the form “processname.ERR”. Some error 
reports may appear in the log file as well as other information. These files have the form 
“processname.log”. For example, SCREEN02.LOG and QUIC02.ERR may both document 
system errors that initiate failover. New error reports append to existing reports of the same 
name. The contents of the reports are mainly a register, stack and memory dump of the 
process, often including a traceback dump and a reason for the failure. Error files can be 
found by searching the [SCADA] directory immediately following a failover for recently 
modified files by typing: 

DIR/SINCE=TODAY/MODIFIED MG:[SCADA]*.LOG,*.ERR 

This command will provide a list of file modified today. Search files in this list for today’s date 
and the label SNAPSHOT DUMP. For example: 

SEARCH SCREEN02.LOG “SNAPSHOT DUMP” 

This will display each line labeled SNAPSHOT DUMP which also contains the date and time 
of the error. If the time stamp of the error dump matches the time of the failure, it is likely that 
this error caused the failure. 

Another tool available on later releases of QR5.6 and later is the FAILDMP utility. This utility 
can report the exact cause of failover. 

RUN MG:[IMAGE]I_FAILDMP 

This command will return a message as follows if the error was recorded. 

Failover occurred at: 27-DEC-1994 17:44:30 
Failover caused by: LSTMGR 

System error message: %SYSTEM-F-NOPRIV, insufficient privilege or object protection 
violation. 

Record this information for reporting purposes. An error file “LSTMGR.ERR” may also be 
found to accompany the error. As of release QR5.6, not all processes will record the error.  

Therefore, if no failover is reported, search the [SCADA] directory for error files as previously 
discussed. 

3.3  FILE TRANSFER 

Two public domain file transfer protocols are available on QEI SCADA distributions. These 
are KERMIT and ZMODEM. KERMIT is only available on the VAX-VMS platform. To transfer 
files, use KERMIT or ZMODEM to ensure that the files are not damaged in transit. See the 
chapter “Remote File Exchange” for full details on KERMIT and ZMODEM commands. 

3.3.1 Kermit Transfers 

Following is a sample Kermit file transfer. 
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1. Run KERMIT on the local computer. 
RUN MG:[KERMIT]KERMIT 

2. Set the communication port that KERMIT is to use. 
KERMIT32> SET LINE TXB7 

3. Enter terminal emulation mode. 
KERMIT32> CONNECT 

4. Log into the remote computer 

5. Run KERMIT on the remote computer. 
RUN MG:[KERMIT]KERMIT 

6. Place the remote KERMIT in server mode. 
KERMIT32> SERVER 

7. Return to the local computer by typing control/C (press control and the 
right square bracket, release both keys and press the C). 

8. Send a file from local KERMIT to remote by typing: 
KERMIT32> SEND filename.ext 

9. Obtain a file from remote KERMIT to local KERMIT by typing: 
KERMIT32> GET filename.ext 

3.3.2 Zmodem Transfers 

The file MG:[KERMIT]RZ.EXE is the receiver program for ZMODEM. The file 
MG:[KERMIT]SZ.EXE is the sender program. The most common switches for each program 
are “-a”, “-b”, and “-y”. The “-a” switch designates an ASCII file is to be transferred. The “-b” 
designates binary files. The “-y” creates a new version of a file if it already exists. Following is 
a sample ZMODEM file transfer from a remote serial login. 

1. Allocate the port: ALLOCATE TTA2. 

2. Create a symbol for the program call: RZ:= =$MG:[KERMIT]RZ.EXE 

3. Run the program: RZ -ay 

4. Return to the host side and send the file 

To send a file exchange “SZ” for “RZ” in the above commands and run SZ -ay filename.ext. 

4 DUMPING POINT DATABASE 
The Point Dump utility (PTDUMP) dumps some or all database points into a readable text file. 
This file is structured to allow it to be reloaded using the point load utility (see Loading Point 
Database). 

To dump points, enter: 
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$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ RUN I_PTDUMP 

The dump program first prompts for station name: 

SPECIFY STATION NAME (<CR> = ALL STATIONS)> 

After the user enters the desired station name, the dump program then prompts for point 
types: 

SPECIFY POINT TYPES TO DUMP OUT - 
(<CR> = ALL, S = STATION, A = ANALOG, 
D = DIGITAL, T = TEXT, R = RTU, C = COMM LINE)> 

The dump program next prompts for file names: 

SPECIFY FILE NAME FOR DUMP OUTPUT> 

NOTE 
VAX AND Alpha point dumps are mutually compatible, but may not be loaded into PDP-11 

based SCADA systems without the proper conversion process. 

5 LOADING POINT DATABASE 
The Point Loader Utility (SDEED) can add, modify and delete database points. It can be used 
in either interactive mode or in batch (file) mode. 

To activate SDEED, ENTER THE FOLLOWING: 

$@MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$sde 

The utility will respond with the following prompt: SDE>.  It is now in interactive mode. 

5.1 INTERACTIVE MODE 

In interactive mode, SDEED will prompt you through all the data fields required for the point 
you are editing. To specify the point you wish to edit, at the “SDE>” prompt, enter the 
command: 

.TYPE=pointtype 

“Pointtype” may be one of “STATION”, “ANALOG”, “DIGITAL”, “TEXT”, “RTU” OR “COM-
LINE”.  The data entered for each data field is identical to that entered using the screen 
based editor (STNED). 

5.2 ADDING OR MODIFYING POINTS FROM A FILE 

To add or modify points from a file produced by PTDUMP, use a text editor to add the 
following line at the top of the file: 

$ RUN I_SDEED 

And then execute the file via the following commands: 

$MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$@filename 

Example: A file called RTUPOINT.DAT containing a single RTU point: 

mailto:$@MG:[INSTALL]UTIL
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$ RUN I_SDEED 
.TYPE=R 
L14,RTU001 
LINE 14 RTU 1 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
14 
0001 
___________ 
00 
1:1:1:1 
003:004:000:000 
185 
COMM,L14FS 
COMM,L14PCO 
COMM,L14TMO 
COMM,L14BCH 
COMM,L14TDY 
COMM,L14ERR 
COMM,L14R1S 
COMM,L14CNT 
____,______ 
____,______ 
____,______ 
000000 
000000 
000000 

May be executed by entering: $RTUPOINT.DAT. 

SDE will use the data in the file to add or modify points. Each addition or change will be 
logged on the issuing terminal. 

5.3 DELETING POINTS 

The standard SDEED program does not support deletion of points. 

There is a special version of SDEED, however, that allows points to be deleted either 
individually or as a group (i.e. all points on a station). The following describes how to delete 
points using this special version of SDEED. 

To delete an individual point, enter: 

SDE> .DELETE=xxxx,yyyyyy 

Where “xxxx,yyyyyy” is the point name. 

The point deletion will be logged on the terminal. The point will be manually set to normal 
before it is deleted.  Points that are tagged cannot be deleted. To delete a point that is 
tagged, use the SCADA system to delete the tag(s), and then delete the point. 

5.3.1 Deleting a Station Point 

To delete a station point, type: 

SDE> .DELETE=xxxx 
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Where “xxxx” is the station name.  A station with points cannot be deleted. You must delete 
all the points on the station first. 

5.3.2 Deleting All Points On a Station 

To delete all points on a station, type: 

SDE> .DELETE=xxxx,* 

Where “xxxx” is the name of the station. The editor will log on the issuing terminal a message 
for each point deleted. The last point to be deleted will be the station point itself. All points will 
be manually set to normal before being deleted. The delete operation may fail for several 
reasons. If any single point delete fails, the delete sequence will terminate without attempting 
to delete any more points.   

Possible reasons for failure to delete include: 

 Point tagged - a point with any type of tag cannot be deleted. 

 Remove the tag and retry the delete operation. 

Summary display on screen - a point or station cannot be deleted if the station summary 
display associated with the point is on a screen. 

Take the summary display off the other screen, and retry the delete. 

Point on other screen - a point being edited on another screen cannot be deleted. Take the 
editor off the other screen and retry the delete. 

6 DUMPING SINGLE LINE DIAGRAMS 
The SLD Dump utility (DMPSLD) dumps Single Line Diagrams (SLDs) into text files. Each 
dumped file is stored in the current directory, with a filename the same as the name of the 
diagram and with the extension “.SLD”. 

Dumped SLDs may be transferred to another VAX/Alpha based SCADA system and loaded. 
Dumped VAX/Alpha diagrams cannot be loaded into a PDP-11 SCADA system. 

Note that the points named in the diagram must already be defined in the target system 
before the diagram can be loaded. 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The SLD Dump program is designed such that the user can choose to dump one single line 
diagram at a time or dump all single line diagrams. Only diagrams that are “online” may be 
dumped. 

To activate the SLD Dump program, enter: 

$@MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ RUN I_DMPSLD 

The dump program prompts the user: 

SPECIFY NAME OF SLD TO BE DUMPED> 

The user has two options: 
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 The user can dump ONE diagram by entering the name of the SLD. 

 The user can dump ALL diagrams by entering six asterisks (******). 

In either case, each dumped diagram is placed in its own file.  The dump program tells the 
user which SLD is being currently dumped and any errors encountered during the dumping 
session on the user’s terminal. 

Example of a dumped SLD file: 

.S=KWH 
KITCHENER-WILMOT SLD 
002 

00000 
N 
B. MEZEY 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 
.B=. 

375  1  1  0  344  200  31  0  344  200  31  107  55  76  345   0 
345   4  31 117 101  114  101  122  115  40  31  102  114  117  103  101 
114  40  103  117  116  124  122  117  114  345  42  31  107  123  124  101 
124  111 117  116  345  200  345  214  31  101  321  321 331  321  321  321 
267  345  226  31  107  113  64  104  61  62  55  107  345  240  115  126 
101  345  263  31  102  321  321  331  321 321  321  321  321  267  345  277 
31  107  113  64  104  61  61  55  107  346  0  346  2  31  100  124 
117  40  101  114  101  122  115  123  346  16  31  102  310  346  22  31 
101  324  31  102  321  134  321  321  321  256  346  40  31  107  115  127 
346  65  31  102  310  346  73  324  321  1134  321  321  321  321  256  346 
200  346  202  31  100  120  101  107  105  346  216  31  102  255  346  222 
31  101  261  346  265  31  102  255  346  273  261  347  0  347  16  261 
347  22  31  101  242  40  31  107  113  64  124  67  55  104  61  62 
113  347  65  31  102  261  347  73  242  40  31  107  113  64  124  70 
55  104  61  61  113  347  200  347  216  31  102  313  347  222  31  101 
261  347  234  31  107  124  67  62  347  252  124  70  61  347  265  31 
102  313  347  273  261  347  311  31  107  124  70  61  350  0  115  126 
101  350  14  113  64  104  61  62  40  31  101  261  350  31  31  107 
115  126  101  350  47  115  126  101  350  63  113  64  104  61  61  350 
73  31  102  261  350  104  31  107  115  126  101  350  200  115  126  101 
122  350  215  55  120  103  350  22  31  101  261  350  231  31  107  115 
126  101  122  350  247  115  126  101  122  350  264  55  120  103  350  273 
31  102  261  350  304  31  107  115  126  101  122  351  0  40  124  101 
120  351  21  31  101  251  251  251  351  32  31  107  124  101  120  351 
50  124  101  120  351  72  31  102  251  251  251  351  77  31  106  124 
70  351  105  31  107  124  101  120  351  200  351  202  113  126  351  221 
31  101  311  40  311  351  233  31  107  113  126  351  251  113  126  351   
272  31  102  311  40  311  351  306  31  107  113  126  352  0  102  101 
352  14  31  106  124  67  352  21  31  101  261  40  261  352 
31  31  107  102  101  115  120  352  47  102  101  115  120  352  72  31 
102  261  40  261  352  104  31  107  102  101  115  120  352  200  106  101 
115  120  352  221  31  101  261  40  261  352  231  31  107  106  101  3 
.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  4  17  10 
1  4  17  3  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
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.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  4  20  10 
1  4  20  5  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  4  21  6 
1  4  21  3  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  4  22  10 
1  4  22  5  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  4  23  10 
1  4  23  5  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1SINE  . 
.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  4  24  10 
1  4  24  5  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  35  17  10 
1  35  17  5  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  35  20  10 
1  35  20  5  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  35  21  6 
1  35  21  3  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Analog: 45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  35  22  10 
1  35  22  5  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Analog:  45  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  35  23  7 
1  35  23  4  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Status:  44  0  76  0  0  0  250  171  0  0  1  31  3 
3  2  32  5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA000. 
.F=.Status:  44  0  76  0  0  0  252  171  0  0  22  31  6 
4  23  32  5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA001. 
.F=.Status:  44  0  76  0  0  0  241  173  0  0  16  37  3 
3  17  40  5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA013. 
.F=.Status:  44  0  67  0  0  0  124  165  0  0  32  37  3 
3  33  40  5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,RUN2. 
.F=.Status:  44  0  76  0  0  0  242  173  0  0  24  37  3 
3  25  40  5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA014. 
.F=.Status: 44  0  67  0  0  0  124  165  0  0  40  37  3 
3  41  40  5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,RUN2. 
.F=.Status:  44  0  76  0  0  0  243  173  0  0  46  34  3 
3  47  35  5  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA015. 
.F=.Analog:  265  0  67  0  0  0  213  36  0  0  13  40  1 
3  13  40  3  2  0  0  0  0  0  0  GAS1,SINE  . 
.F=.Station:  3  0  76  0  0  0  76  0  0  0  4  11  5 
1  4  11  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,______. 
.F=.Status:  44  0  76  0  0  0  250  171  0  0  6  53  1 
1  6  53  7  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA000. 
.F=.Index:  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  2  13  12 
3  114  61  64  101  114  40  0  0  0  0  L14AL. 
.F=.Index:  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  3  36  6 
3  107  101  123  125  116  0  0  0  0  GASRUN. 
.F=.Segment:  12  200  0  0  0  0  252  171  0  0  17  35  27 
1  22  21  60  60  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA001. 

.F=.Segment:  12  200  0  0  0  0  252  171  0  0  23  33  1 
2  22  21  60  60  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA001. 
.F=.Segment:  12  200  0  0  0  0  250  171  0  0  2  33  1 
13  22  21  23  24  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA000. 
.F=.Segment:  12  200  0  0  0  0  250  171  0  0  2  46  44 
1  22  21  60  60  0  0  0  0  0  0  L14,STA000. 
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.F=.Unused:  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  305  321  321  331  321  321  321  321  321  321  
321  321 

.N=.  0  0  0  0  0  0 

.E=. 

6.2 FIELDS IN THE DUMPED FILE 

.S=KWH! Display name 
KILOWATT-HOUR SLD! Display description 
002! Class code 
! Associated task name 
000000! Task parameter 
N! Run time flag 
B. MEZEY! Author’s name 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8! Zone string 

The user may alter these fields if necessary, but must ensure that the contents of each field 
does not exceed the maximum field length. 

Editing the.B=. Records (background data) is not recommended as these records are 
internally generated octal conversions of the compressed Aydin background. 

The .F=. Records (foreground data) contains 15 fields (see figure above). Only the last field 
may be edited, to change the point name. 

The .N=. And the .E=. Records are not modifiable. 

6.3 ERROR MESSAGES 

DMPSLD *** ERROR ***  SLD NAME HAS BAD CHARACTER 
- Check the file name entered for bad characters such as: 
,  %  $  @  !  (  )  /  |  ~  ‘  “  {  }  [  ]  or  - 

DMPSLD *** ERROR *** SLD NAME IS TOO LONG OR TOO SHORT 
Legal SLD names are between one and six characters long. 

DMPSLD *** ERROR *** SLD NAME NOT KNOWN 
The SLD with this particular name does not exist. Check spelling of SLD name. 

DMPSLD *** WARNING *** SLD “file name” IS NOT ON LINE 
Check to see if the SLD file to be dumped has been placed “ON LINE”. 

7 LOADING SINGLE LINE DIAGRAMS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The SLD Loader (SDLED) allows the user to load one dumped single line diagram at a time. 

To get a list of all SLD dumps in the current directory type: 

$ DIR *.SLD 
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To run the loader, enter 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ RUN I_SDLED 

The loader prompts for the SLD name as follows: 

SPECIFY NAME OF SLD TO BE LOADED> 

The user enters the name of the dumped SLD file to be loaded. 

NOTE 
The name of the loaded SLD is based on the name in the “.S=” record of the dump file, not on 
the name of the dump file. That is, if the SLD record of the dump file reads “.S=XXXSLD” and 
the name of the file is YYYSLD, the name of the loaded SLD will be “XXXSLD”. The “.S=” 

field may be edited by a text editor. 

After the file is loaded, it must be placed online using the SLD Editor (SLDED) on a SCADA 
screen. To check that the diagram is loaded, request the SLDED editor on a SCADA screen 
and press “PAGE FORWARD”. AS list of offline diagrams is displayed. The newly loaded 
SLD should appear in this list. 

Return to the SLD editor main line by pressing “PAGE BACKWARD”. 

The diagram may be inspected by entering its name and selecting “MODIFY”. 

The diagram may be made available to the op0erators of the system by selecting “PLACE 
ONLINE” or “REPLACE ONLINE” as appropriate. 

7.2 ERROR MESSAGES 

SDL ** Error ** SLD description file full 
No more room in the SLD description file. Have the file expanded or delete unwanted 
diagrams. 

SDL ** Fatal error ** Editor on other terminal 
An SLD editor is being operated on another terminal or a loader is being run on another 
terminal. Wait until the SLD editing facilities are free. 

SDL ** Fatal error ** Too many sectors to load 
There are too many background sectors. 

SDL ** Fatal error ** Wrong record length on input 
Wrong background record length. Dump and reload the file again. 

SDL ** Fatal error ** Unknown station name 
Station name not known, i.e., this station name has not been defined in your system. Define 
the station using the station editor and then try to load the SLD again. 

SDL ** Fatal error ** Unknown point name 
Unknown point name, i.e., this point name has not been defined in your system. Define the 
point using the station editor and then try to load the SLD again. 

SDL ** Fatal error ** Index file full 
The SLD index file is full. Have the file expanded or delete unwanted diagrams. 
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SDL ** Information ** SLD name already in use, overwriting 
Your database already contains the SLD that you are trying to load. The new SLD file being 
loaded has overwritten the old one. Only the off-line copy is overwritten. 

8 DUMPING REPORTS 
The Report Dump Utility (DMPRPT) allows the user to dump a report definition from the 
SCADA database into a VMS file. The dump file name is of the format reportname.RPT and 
will be created in the directory the user is in at the time of program execution. 

8.1 DUMPING A REPORT 

To execute the Report Dump program, enter the following command: 

$ RUN MG:[IMAGE]I_DMPRPT 

The following prompt will be displayed: 

Enter the name of the report to dump (****for all)> 

Enter a single report name to dump, or enter four asterisks “****” to indicate dumping all 
reports, and press return. For each report that is dumped, the following messages will be 
displayed: 

RPT:  “report name” IS BEING DUMPED 
RPT:“report name: HAS BEEN DUMPED SUCCESSFULLY 

If a single report name was specified, the prompt for report name will be redisplayed. Either 
another report name can be entered or a control-Z (press the control and ”Z” keys 
simultaneously) to exit. In the case of a control-Z, the following message will be displayed 
before the program exits: 

DMPRPT – Report dump program completed. 

In the case of all reports being dumped (i.e. “****” was entered), the following message will be 
displayed upon completion of all dumps and then the report dump program will exit: 

**NOTICE** “ALL REPORT” DUMPING COMPLETED 

8.2 ERROR MESSAGES 

The following are error and information messages displayed by the report dump program: 

*** ERROR *** REPORT NAME IS TOO LONG 
Report names are a maximum of 4 characters 

***ERROR *** ENTER A REPORT NAME OR CTRL-Z TO EXIT 
The above error message will be displayed if a blank report name is entered. 

***ERROR *** REPORT NAME NOT KNOWN 
The report name entered does not exist. 

** NOTICE ** TREND REPORTS NOT SUPPORT RPT: “REPORT NAME” HAS NOT BEEN 
DUMPED 
Trend reports are not supported on the VAX/Alpha platform. 
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9 LOADING REPORTS 
The Report Load utility allows the user to load report definitions from VMS files (created by 
the Report Dump utility) into the SCADA database. 

9.1 LOADING A REPORT 

Before executing the Load Report program, ensure that you are in the directory containing 
the report files to be loaded. To execute the report load program enter the following 
command: 

4 RUN MG:[IMAGE]I_LOARPT 

The following prompt will be displayed: 

Enter the name of the report to load> 

Enter a single report name to be loaded and press return. For each report that is loaded, the 
following messages will be displayed: 

LOADING REPORT: “REPORT NAME” 
REPORT “REPORT NAME” LOADED 
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If the report you are loading is already defined in the system, the following will be displayed: 

**INFORMATION**REPORT “REPORT NAME” ALREADY IN USE 
Do you wish to reload this report (enter Y or N)> 

If you respond “Y” for yes, the existing report will be deleted and the new report loaded. If an 
“N” for no is entered, the report is not loaded and the report to load prompt is redisplayed. 

The program will continue to prompt for additional reports to load until a control-Z (press the 
control and “Z” keys simultaneously) is entered. When a control-Z is entered, the following 
message will be displayed before the program exits: 

LOARPT – Report load program completed 

9.2 ERROR MESSAGES 

The following are error and information messages displayed by the Report Load program: 

*** ERROR *** REPORT NAME IS TOO LONG 
Report names are a maximum of 4 characters. 

*** ERROR *** ENTER A REPORT NAME OR CTRL-Z TO EXIT 
The above error message will be displayed if a blank report name is entered. 

*** ERROR *** REPORT DESCRIPTION FILE FULL 
The report description file is full. No additional reports may be loaded until this file is 
expanded, or until reports are deleted. 

*** ERROR *** REPORT INDEX FILE FULL 
The report index file is full. No additional reports may be loaded until this file is expanded or 
reports are deleted. 

*** ERROR *** FILE CONNECTION NOT SUCCESSFUL 
The report loader cannot find the report file to be loaded. Verify that the report name is 
entered correctly and that you are in the directory containing the report files to be loaded. 

*** ERROR *** ABORTING LOAD: “report name” 
The above error message indicates that an error has occurred during the report load, 
resulting in the report not being loaded. 

*** WARNING *** UNKNOWN POINT NAME “point name” 
When loading a line report, all points defined in the report are tested to verify that they are 
defined in the databas4e. For each point not defined, the warning message above is 
displayed. 

*** WARNING *** UNKNOWN STATION NAME “station name” 
When loading a line report, all stations defined in the report are tested to verify that they are 
defined in the database. For each station not defined, the warning message above is 
displayed. 
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10 VT220 SCADA SCREEN EMULATOR 

10.1 BEGINNING A SESSION 

To begin a VT200 session, you must log in on a terminal that supports the VT200 escape 
sequence set and has an equivalent set of function keys. Terminals which are suitable are 
DEC VT200 or DEC VT320 series terminals as well as the emulation of these terminals 
provided by VWS, DECwindows and many PC terminal emulation programs. Note that VT100 
series terminals and many VT100 terminal emulators are not suitable. 

To start the session, type: 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]AYDIN n 

Where “n” is the number of an unused SCADA terminal. All systems are configured with a 
spare terminal. Its number can be found by checking the SCADA Status display. The last 
screen is usually the spare terminal. 

If the screen you select is already in use, you will see the following error message: 

%SET-E-NOTSET, error modifying process name 
-SYSTEM-F-DUPLNAM, duplicate name 

10.2 DISPLAY BY NAME 

To call up a display using the SCADA one-to-six character display name, press the Keypad 
“1" key. The display will show a six character prompt (“______”) in the upper left. You may 
then type in a name and press ENTER. 

10.3 DISPLAY BY KEY 

To call up a pre-defined display with only two keystrokes, you must first assign a display to a 
key (as for an AYDIN terminal) on the LINKS display. 

To assign the “SCADA” display to the “S” key, for example: 

1. Go to the LINKS display 

2. Find the lien containing the display to be associated with a key (i.e. 
SCADA) 

3. Select the “KEY #” field and select “SET/MANUAL” 

In the manual entry field, enter the number associated with the key. For example, to 
associate the SCADA display with key “S”, enter number “26" in the “KEY #” field for the 
SCADA display. 

 Press ENTER. 

To call up the display, press “DISPLAY/KEY” (Keypad 2) and then press the “S” key. See 
Figure 10-3 for a table showing the mapping between the alphabetic VT keys and the internal 
“key #” number. 
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10.4 LINE GRAPHICS 

To enable the user to enter line drawing graphics from the VT200 emulator, the 11 line 
drawing characters have been attached to the lower case typewriter keys on the left side of 
the keyboard. 

To enter line graphics, press the “LOCK” key until the Lock light (above the “Help” and “Do” 
keys) is OFF. The line graphics characters form a box (see figure). 

Normal keys can be selected by pressing “LOCK” until the Lock light comes ON. 

10.5 TOGGLE INSERT/OVERSTRIKE 

The “TOGGLE INSERT/OVERSTRIKE” key (Control/A) allows the user to switch from 
overstrike mode (characters typed replace unprotected characters under the cursor) to insert 
mode (characters typed are inserted at the cursor, moving unprotected characters right one 
position). The insert mode is helpful in some kinds of editing. 

10.6 BELL 

The VT220 emulator implements a simple bell for alarms. 

 For priority 4 alarms, the bell will ‘beep’ three times and pause for about a 
second. The alarm will continue to sound until silenced. 

 For priority 3 alarms, the bell will ‘beep’ every half second for 2 seconds, then 
be silent for 2 seconds. This pattern will report. 

Priority 1 and 2 alarms will sound the bell for 2 seconds, and then become silent. 

The bell may be disabled by pressing Control/D. Control/E will enable the bell. 

10.7 SEEING THE OTHER HALF OF THE DISPLAY 

As the VT display is 24 lines, only half of the screen can be seen at a time. 

Press Control/T to ‘toggle’ the visible half of the screen. Note that it will likely be necessary to 
move the cursor down several lines to select items on the bottom of the screen. This is 
because the cursor is actually active within a 48-line screen. 

VT420 and the DECwindows DECterm emulation will allow 48 line displays. Before running 
the AYDIN command file, set the terminal attribute page from 24 to 48: 

SET TERM/PAGE=48 

Next on a VT420 press the F3 key to enter the setup menus. From the DISPLAY menu select 
48 lines and exit. If you are using a DECterm, from the top menu select OPTIONS, then 
select WINDOW. Set the number of line to 48. Now run the AYDIN command file: 

@ MG:[INSTALL]AYDIN n 

When finished, remember to return the terminal to its original configurations. 

10.8 EXITING A SESSION 

To exit a session, return to the SCADA Status page. This is important, since leaving the 
operator console on another page may restrict the editing operations of the other consoles. 
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Make sure that the top half of the screen is displayed. Press Control/C. The emulator will 
display a dialog box asking ‘Do you really want to exit?’. Press Y and <RETURN>. 

To cancel an exit entered accidentally, press ‘N’ and <RETURN>. 
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VT220 Keyboard,Figure 10-1, Keyboard, left side 

Shift lock on = UPPER CASE 
Shift lock off = Line graphics 
   |Tab Set 
Ctrl/]Carriage Return 
Ctrl/Wrefresh 
Ctrl/TToggle display halvesCtrl/Llimits 
Ctrl/CExitCtrl/EAlarm Enable 
Ctrl/HHomeCtrl/DAlarm Disable 
Ctrl/AToggle insert/overstrike 

 
Figure 10-2 VT220 Keyboard, right side 
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Figure 10-3  VT220 Key to Key 3 Assignment 

10.9 EDITING AN ERROR LOG REPORT 

Several kinds of reports can be produced using VMS utilities to report errors on system 
devices. To define a report using the VMS error logging facility, call up the report editor 
9RPTED) and enter the following data: 

Report name: (any valid name) 
Report Description: (as desired) 
Report generator name: DCL 
Report generator command line: Any valid DCL command lien to invoke the error log report. 

For example, to get today’s errors: “ANALYZE/ERROR/SINCE:TODAY”. 
To get summaries of all errors: “ANALYZE/ERROR/SUMMARY/NOFULL” 
For more details see the VMS documentation on the ANALYZE/ERROR command. 

10.10 SAMPLE REPORTS 

This section shows some sample command lines and the reports that they generate. The 
following examples are taken from a VAX-VMS system. Alpha AXP system reports are similar 
in format and content. The system manager of the SCADA system should concentrate on 
where and when the error has occurred in order to assess the specific piece of hardware in 
failure (e.g. disk drive) and time that the error(s) occurred. 
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10.10.1 Error Summary 

This report is created by the command line: 

ANA/ERROR/SUMMARY/NOFULL 

It contains several report sections that follow: 

 
Figure 11-1 Summary Error Report 

The report page above shows errors on PUA0 (the disk controller) and PTA0 (the tape 
controller). It is normal to see a number of errors equal to the number of boots (the number of 
boots is listed in the final section). 

 
Figure 11-2 System Error Report 
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This log shows errors, broken down by the volume label. This report can be used to detect 
bad tapes. Note that small numbers of tape errors are not unusual. 

 
Figure 11-3 Summary of Memory Errors Logged 

This log shows a number of memory errors. This is unusual. If memory errors occur with any 
frequency, the system requires service, and will often show failures in other ways (software 
crashes, reboots without cause). 

 
Figure 11-4  Error Summary Table 

The summary table shows 3 unexpected machine checks and fatal memory errors. 

NOTE 

The number of system starts is approximately equal to the PTA0 and PUA0 errors. 

Time stamp entries appear often, as expected. 
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Figure 11-5 Histogram of Errors 

The last entry is a histogram of errors, by time of occurrence. This may help in locating load 
or thermal type problems. Errors sometimes only occur during time of high system use. 

10.10.2 A Short Error Report 

A report may be produced by the following line: 

SHOW DEVICE 

An example of the resulting report is shown in Figure 11-6.  Again, the devices PTA0 and 
PUA0 show an error due to system boot. This is normal. It is also normal for MUA0 (the tape 
drive) to show some errors on each use. It is very unusual to see errors on DUA0, the disk. 

The Ethernet device (XQAn) may appear several times with different device numb ers, but 
errors are unusual. 

The serial devices TXcn do not often show errors, and serial line problems are more often 
reported through system in the form of communication errors or logger or display not ready 
alarms. 
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Figure 11-6 Error Report 

This report shows errors on the system disk since the last book. 

11 STANDALONE BACKUP 
For a full discussion of Standalone Backup, see the chapter ‘Backing Up and Restoring Files’ 
in the “VMS System Manager’s Manual”. 

11.1 BUILDING STANDALONE BACKUP ON TAPE 1 

To build standalone backup on tape, place a tape cartridge into the tape drive and enter the 
command 

$ @SYS$UPDATE:STABACKITmmmnnn: 

Where “mmmnnn” is the name of the tape drive. 

Note  

Since this procedure initializes the tape, any data previously on the tape will be lost. 
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11.2 BOOTING STANDALONE BACKUP FROM TAPE 1 

Shut down the system by entering the command: 

$ @SYS$SYSTEM:SHUTDOWN 

and pressing RETURN to answer all questions. 

Boot the tape by setting the halt enable switch to enable (dot in circle), and pressing and 
releasing the halt button (or the break key on the VT320 console). At the “>>>” prompt type 
“BOOTmmmnnn:”, where “mmmnnn” is the name of the tape drive. 

11.3 BUILDING STANDALONE BACKUP ON DISK 

VAX-VMS 5.5-2 and Open VMS V 1.5 and earlier, Alpha AXP or VAX systems, may build a 
standalone backup on disk with the command: 

$@SYS$UPDATE:STABACKIT dddnnn: 

Where “dddnnn” is the name of the disk drive. This drive may be the system disk, often called 
SYS$SYSDEVICE. Note that the contents of the disk are NOT destroyed by this action since 
the standalone backup is ;laced in an alternate root directory. 

Open VMS 6.0 and later systems do not support creating a standalone backup on the system 
disk. A minimum installation that may be used fro reloading a system disk may be built on a 
separate data disk using the utility AXPVMS$PCSI_INSTALL_MIN.COM 

NOTE 
Building and Booting Standalone Backup on Tape applies to VAX systems only. Alpha AXP 

does not support bootable TLZ06 tapes. Bootable standalone CD ROM disks are available. 

You must enter the device name for the target disk. The target disk must be an Open VMS 
system disk. Before this procedure is run, the target disk be mounted privately to this 
process. This means that it must not be mounted with /SYSTEM,/CLUSTER,/GROUP or 
/SHARE qualifiers. It also must not be mounted with the /FOREIGN qualifiers. If any of these 
qualifiers were used when the disk was mounted, dismount it and re-mount it without them. 

$ DISM DDDNNN: 
$ ALLOCATE DDDNNN: 
$ MOU DDDNNN: LABEL 

Invoke the utility as follows: 

$ @ SYS$SYSTEM:AXPVMS$PCSI_INSTALL_MIN.COM 
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11.4 BOOTING STANDALONE BACKUP FROM DISK 

Shut down the system by entering the command: 

$ @SYS$SYSTEM:SHUTDOWN 

and pressing RETURN to answer all questions. 

Boot the disk by setting the halt enable switch to enable (dot in circle), and/or pressing and 
releasing the halt button (or the break key on the VT320 console). 

For VAX systems, at the “>>>” prompt type: 

>>>BOOT/E0000000 dddnnn: 

Where “dddnnn” is the name of the disk drive (optional). Standalone backup will boot in a few 
seconds. 

For Alpha systems, at the “>>>” prompt type: 

>>>BOOT-fl E,0 dddnnn: 

Where “dddnnn” is the name of the disk drive (optional). Standalone backup will boot in a few 
seconds. 

11.5 BOOTING FROM CD-ROM 

If a CD-Rom Open VMS Operating System CD-Rom distribution disk is available, this disk 
can provide a bootable standalone system suitable for backing up or restoring a system disk. 

Open VMS V1.5 for AXP and VAX-VMS 5.5-2 and previous versions boot Standalone 
Backup and accept standard Backup commands. Open VMS V6.0 and later provide a menu 
selection that includes upgrading to the current CD version, installing the CD product kit or 
providing a DCL interface. Select the DCL interface and execute the standard Backup utility 
commands. 

11.6 SCHEDULED BACKUP EXTERNAL TO USB DISK DRIVE 
 
An automated backup is achieved by a DCL script procedure run on an automatic (24 hour) 
schedule. This script will perform the main system disk backup and store the files on an 
external USB Disk Drive. This file will then be compressed in a zip file and archived for future 
access. 
 
The resulting file can be found at: 
 

DNXX:[BAC_ARCHIVE] “HOSTNAME”_”DATE”.ZIP 
 
Note: The contents of the backup will only be valid for the previous day.        
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11.7 RESTORING FROM USB BACKUP 
 
Restoring the system from the ZIP file creating during the automated backup process can be 
achieved using the following procedure: 

 

1) Boot the system from a USB device or from a hard drive. 

2) Create the following directory DNXX:[BAC_ARCHIVE_UNZIP] 

3) Unzip the backup file: 

 

 DNXX:[BAC_ARCHIVE] “HOSTNAME”_”DATE”.ZIP  

 

to the following directory:  

 

DNXX:[BAC_ARCHIVE_UNZIP] 

 

4) Use the backup file to restore the system hard drive, using the standard    

 backup/image command. 

5) Restore the EFI boot sector on the hard drive by using the system DVD or by  

 using the BOOT_MANAGER utility. 

As a result of this automatic back up two alarms may be sent to the SCADA operators in the 
event that either the System Disk or the USB Disk is running low on available storage. 

In this case both disks and the system should be cleaned of the archived files. It is possible to 
archive the files on an external server by using the COPY/FTP/BINARY command. The 
DELETE command can be used to clean the DNXX:[BAC_ARCHIVE] directory and any other 
directories that are in need of maintenance in the system disk. 

12 REMOTE FILE EXCHANGE 

12.1 KERMIT 

Kermit is a file transfer protocol. It allows the transfer of files over serial communication lines 
from a remote Kermit program to the local Kermit program. 1  

Kermit-32 can be run from MG:[KERMIT]. It will then prompt for input from SYS$COMMAND. 

Kermit-32 can be run in either local or remote modes. In remote mode, transfers take place 
over the controlling terminal line. Usually, Kermit-32 is used in remote mode as a “server”, 
meaning that it will accept commands from the other Kermit. In local mode, Kermit-32 will 
perform transfers over a terminal line other than the controlling terminal. In local mode, 
Kermit-32 is capable of giving commands to a “server” Kermit. Note that in order to use 
Kermit-32 in local mode, the protection code for the terminal to be used must allow the user 
access. The system manager sets this. 

When Kermit-32 starts up, it will determine a default terminal line to be used for file transfers 
(and the CONNECT command) by the following process. If there is a logical name 
“KER$COMM” which translates to a terminal name, the default transfer terminal will be that 
terminal. Otherwise, Kermit-32 checks “SYS$INP;UT”, “SYS$OUTPUT” and 
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“SYS$COMMAND”, (in that order), and the first one which translates to a terminal name is 
used as the default. If none of these are terminals, Kermit-32 wil use the terminal which 
controls the job which owns the process. If the process does not have a controlling terminal 
or if the terminal that was found cannot be allocated, Kermit-32 will not have a default 
terminal, and the SET LINE command must be used before any commands which require the 
transfer terminal (SEND, GET, etc.). Kermit-32 will type out a message indicating the default 
transfer terminal when it is started. 

To transmit text files, the ASCII file mode should be used (SET FILE ASCII). To transmit VMS 
images, such as SCADA programs, or SCADA data files, use fixed-length 512 byte format 
9SET FILE TYPE FIXED). 

12.2 BYE 

This command will cause Kermit-32 (when in local mode) to tell the other Kermit (which 
should be in server mode) to exit from Kermit and, if applicable, terminate its job (or process, 
etc.). When Kermit-32 receives the acknowledgment that this is being done, it will exit to 
VAX/VMS. 

NOTE 
Kermit is not currently available for Alpha AXP platforms. Please refer to Section 13.25 for 
Alpha AXP file transfer directions. 

12.3 CONNECT 

The CONNECT command will allow you to connect in as a virtual terminal over the line that 
was specified by the SET LINE command, or to the terminal line specified in the command. 
The terminal line must be one that is accessible to the users process. This means that the 
applicable protection code for the terminal must have been set to allow your process to 
access it (done by the system manager). If a session log file was previously specified, a new 
version of the file will be created, and all type-out logged in the file. The file will be closed 
when the command is completed (by use of an escape-character “C” command). The format 
of the CONNECT command is: 

Kermit-32>CONNECT or 
Kermit-32>CONNECT terminal-name 

Where ‘terminal name’ is the terminal line name to be used. 

12.4 Escape_Character 

This character is used to issue a limited set of commands to Kermit-32 after using the 
CONNECT command. Its default value is CTRL-] (35 octal, ASCII GS) and can be changed 
via the SET ESCAPE command. It is usually a good idea to set this character to something 
that is not used (or at least not used often) on the system to which Kermit-32 is connecting. 
The character that is typed after the escape character determines the command that is 
issued. The following characters are recognized by Kermit-32 after the escape character: 

C - Return to VAX/VMS Kermit-32 
Q - Suspend logging to session log file (if any) 
R - Resume logging to session log file (if any) 
S - Show status 
0 - Send a null 
? - Type this text 
 CTRL-] - Send escape character 
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12.5 CONTROL_CHARS 

During a file transfer (GET, RECEIVE or SEND commands) with Kermit-32 in local mode the 
following control characters can be used to affect the transfer in progress: 

CTRL-A - Print a brief status report 
CTRL-C - Abort the protocol 
CTRL-D - Turn logging to the debugging log file on/off 
CTRL-M - (or RETURN) Force a protocol timeout 
CTRL-X - Abort the file currently being transferred 
CTRL-Z - Abort the file group currently being transferred 

The CTRL-A status report displays the protocol state and the number of NAKs sent and 
received. 

12.6 EXIT 

The EXIT command will cause Kermit-32 to return to command level. This command is the 
same as the QUIT command. An example of this command is: 

Kermit-32>EXIT 

12.7 FINISH 

This command will cause Kermit-32 (when in local mode) to tell the other Kermit (which 
should be in server mode) to exit from Kermit. After receiving the acknowledgment that this is 
being done, Kermit-32 will prompt for another command. 

12.8 GET 

The GET command is used to have a local mode Kermit-32 request a file from a remote 
Kermit server. Kermit-32 must be running as a local Kermit (i.e.., a SET LINE command must 
have been done). Kermit-32 will then request the other Kermit (which must be running in 
server mode) to transfer the specified file (or set of files) to Kermit-32. The file specification 
must be in the format of the system on which the server Kermit is running. The format of the 
command is: 

Kermit-32>GET file-spec 

Where ‘file-spec’ is any valid file specification on the system on which the server Kermit is 
running. 

12.9 HELP 

Typing HELP alone prints a brief summary of Kermit-32 and its commands. You can also 
type 

Kermit-32>HELP topic [subtopic] 

For any Kermit-32 command, e.g. “Help send” or “help set parity” to get more detailed 
information about a specific command. 

12.10 LOCAL 

This command allows the user of Kermit-32 to perform various actions on the user’s system. 
These commands provide for listing the contents of a directory, deleting files, typing files, 
displaying the amount of disk space used, etc. Spawning a subprocess to execute the 
corresponding DCL command performs many of these commands; therefore, the standard 
parame3ters and qualifiers that DCL allows may be used. 
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Kermit-32>LOCAL keyword arguments 

Where ‘keyword’ is the name of the command, and ‘arguments’ are the optional arguments 
for the command. 

12.10.1 Local Copy 

This causes Kermit-32 to make a copy of the specified file. This command uses the standard 
DCL COPY command. Any options valid for DCL’s COPY command may be used. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL COPY old-local-file 
New file: new-local-file 

Where ‘old-local-file’ is the name of the file you wish to copy, and ‘new-local-file’ is the name 
for the copy. 

12.10.2 Local CWD 

This command (short for “Change Working Directory”) causes Kermit-32 to change the 
default directory that will be used for files whose specification does not include the directory 
information. This is similar to the DCL SET DEFAULT command. If no device or directory is 
given, the default device and directory is set back to that which was being used when Kermit-
32 was started. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL CWD local-directory-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>LOCAL CWD 

Where ‘local-directory-spec’ is the device and/or directory portion of a standard VAX/VMS file 
specification. It may include logical names, but not wild-cards. 

12.10.3 Local Delete 

This causes Kermit-32 to delete the specified file(s). This uses the standard DCL DELETE 
command. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL DELETE file-spec 

Where ‘file-spec’ is a valid VAX/VMS file specification. 

12.10.4 Local Directory 

This causes Kermit-32 to display a directory listing. This uses the standard DCL DIRECTORY 
command. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL DIRECTORY file-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>LOCAL DIRECTORY 

Where ‘file-spec’ is a valid VAX/VMS file specification. 

12.10.5 Local Disk_usage 

This causes Kermit-32 to display the amount of disk space used and available for the given 
UIC (or the user’s UIC if none is given). This uses the standard DCL SHOW QUOTA 
command. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL DISK_USAGE uic 
or 
Kermit-32>LOCAL DISK_USAGE 
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Where ‘uic’ is a UIC specification (in square brackets). LOCAL SPACE is a synonym for the 
LOCAL DISK_USAGE command. 

12.10.6 Local Help 

This causes Kermit-32 to display the help message that it sends as the reply when it receives 
a “REMOTE HELP” command in server mode. This describes the REMOTE commands 
which Kermit-32 implements. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL HELP 

12.10.7 Local Host 

This command requests Kermit-32 perform the specified command as if the user on a 
terminal typed it. Any results of the command will be printed on the user’s terminal.  Note that 
this should only be used for commands which will not require any more user input, since 
there will be no way for the user to interact with the subprocess to supply more input. This 
works b y spawning a subprocess (much like the DCL SPAWN command) to perform the 
command. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL HOST command 

Where ‘command’ is any valid DCL command. 

12.10.8 Local Rename 

This command causes Kermit-32 to change the name of a file. This uses the standard DCL 
RENAME command. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL RENAME old-local-file 
New file: new-local-file 

Where ‘old-local-file’ is the name of the file to be renamed, and ‘new-local-file’ is the new 
name for the file. 

12.10.9 Local Send_message 

This command causes Kermit-32 to send a short (one line) message to the given terminal. 
Because this uses the DCL REPLY command, OPER privilege is needed. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL SEND_MESSAGE terminal-name 
Message: message-text 

Where ‘terminal-name’ is a valid name for a terminal, and ‘message-text’ is the message to 
be sent. 

12.10.10 Local Type 

This causes Kermit-32 to display the specified file(s)( on the terminal. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL TYPE file-spec 

Where ‘file-spec’ is a valid VAX/VMS file specification. 

12.10.11 Local Who 

This displays the output of a DCL SHOW SYSTEM command. 

Kermit-32>LOCAL WHO 
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12.11 LOG 

The LOG command allows the user to specify the file names to be used for the various log 
files Kermit-32 is capable of creating. A LOG command without a file specification will cause 
no log file of that type to be created. 

Kermit-32>LOG log-type file-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>LOG log-type 

Where ‘log-type’ is DEBUG, SESSION or TRANSACTION, and ‘file-spec’ is the file 
specification to use for that type of log file. If file-spec does not specify a file-type Kermit-32 
will supply a default of >LOG. If ‘file-spec’ is not present, that type of logging is disabled. 

12.11.1 Log Debug 

The LOG DEBUG command sets the file specification to be used for the debugging log file. 
This file will be used for the debugging output produced when a SET DEBUT ON command is 
done. A new version of the file is created each time a transfer command is performed, and 
closed upon the completion of the transfer command. 

Kermit-32>LOG DEBUG file-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>LOG DEBUG 

Where ‘file-spec’ is the file specification to use for the debugging log file. If file-spec does not 
specify a file-type Kermit-32 will supply a default of .LOG. If ‘file spec’ is not present, the 
debugging log file is disabled. 

12.11.2 Log Session 

The LOG SESSION command sets the file name to be used for a log file of a “CONNECT” 
session. A new version of this file is created each time the CONNECT command is used, and 
closed when the CONNECT command finishes (as a result of the scape command to close 
the session). All output to the controlling terminal will be logged in the session log file. 

Kermit-32>LOG SESSION file-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>LOG SESSION 

Where ‘file-spec’ is the file specification to use for the session log file. If file-spec does not 
specify a file-type Kermit-32 will supply a default of .LOG. If ‘file spec’ is not present, the 
session log file is disabled. 

12.11.3 Log Transaction 

The LOG TRANSACTION command sets the name of the file to be used as a transaction log 
file. A new version of this file is created each time a transfer command is given (SEND, GET, 
SERVER, etc.). Information about the transfer is logged in this file. This includes the names 
of the files being transferred, any errors, etc. 

Kermit-32>LOG TRANSACTION file-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>LOG TRANSACTION 

Where ‘file-spec’ is the file specification to use for the transaction log file. If file-spec does not 
specify a file-type Kermit-32 will supply a default of .LOG. If ‘file spec’ is not present, the 
transaction log file is disabled. 
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12.12 LOGOUT 

This command will cause Kermit-32 (when in local mode) to tell the other Kermit (which 
should be in server mode) to exit from Kermit and, if applicable, terminate its job (or process, 
etc.). When Kermit-32 receives the acknowledgment that this is being done, it will prompt for 
another command. 

Kermit-32>LOGOUT 

12.13 PUSH 

The PUSH command spawns a DCL subprocess that allows you to interact with DCL without 
exiting Kermit-32. 

12.14 QUIT 

This command will cause Kermit-32 to return to command level. This is the same as the EXIT 
command. 

Kermit-32>QUIT 

12.15 RECEIVE 

The RECEIVE command is used to put Kermit-32 into remote mode waiting for a single file 
transfer transaction. This is most useful if the other Kermit does not support local server 
commands. If no file specification is given, Kermit-32 will use whatever file specification is 
supplied by the other Kermit (suitably altered to conform to VAX/VMS standards). If a file 
specification is given, Kermit-32 will use that file specification instead of that supplied by the 
other Kermit. This is most useful when the file name on the other system is such that it does 
not map well into a VAX/VMS file specification. Note that if the other Kermit sends more than 
one file, the same name will be used for all of them. Only the version numbers will be 
different. Therefore, it is best to use a file-specification on this command only when 
transferring a single file. The format of the command is: 

Kermit-32>RECEIVE 
or 
Kermit-32>RECEIVE file-spec 

Where ‘file-spec’ is any valid VAX/VMS file specification. 

12.16 REMOTE 

This command allows the user of Kermit-32 (in local mode) to give various commands to the 
other Kermit (which must be in server mode). These commands provide for listing the 
contents of a directory, deleting files, typing files, displaying the amount of disk space used, 
etc. Note that not all server Kermits support all commands, but all server Kermits should 
respond with a message saying the command is not implemented if it does not support it. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE keyword arguments 

Where ‘keyword’ is the name of the command, and ‘arguments’ are the optional arguments 
for the command. 

12.16.1 Remote Copy 

This causes Kermit-32 to request that the server Kermit make a copy of the specified file. 
Both the old and new files are files on the server’s system - no file transfer between systems 
is done. The server Kermit should respond with some indication that either the file was 
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successfully copied, or with an error message. Note that some Kermit’s will allow wild-carded 
copies, while others will only allow a single file to be copied per command. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE COPY old-remote-file 
New file: new-remote-file 

Where ‘old-remote-file’ is the name of the file you wish to copy, and ‘new-remote-file’ is the 
name for the copy. 

12.16.2 Remote CWD 

This command (short for “Change Working Directory”) causes Kermit-32 to request that the 
server Kermit change the default directory (path, device, etc.) That will be used for files 
whose specification does not include the directory information. For some systems a password 
can be supplied which will allow access to the new directory. Since Kermit-32 cannot know 
whether the server Kermit requires a password, it will always ask for one. If no directory is 
specified in the command, the server Kermit will set the default directory back to the users 
default. This may be either the directory that is the default when a job created, or the default 
directory that was in effect when the server Kermit was started. The server Kermit should 
respond with a message that specifies where the new default directory has been set, or with 
an error message. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE CWD remote-directory-spec 
Password: password for remote directory 
Or 
Kermit-32>REMOTE CWD 

Where ‘remote-directory-spec’ is a string which is acceptable as a directory specification for 
the server system. The ‘password’ is any string that is required as a password for access to 
the given directory. The password will not be echoed. 

12.16.3 Remote Delete 

This causes Kermit-32 to request the server Kermit to delete the specified file (or files if the 
server Kermit supports wild-card deletes). The server Kermit should respond with a message 
indicating whether the file (or files) has been deleted. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE DELETE file-spec 

Where ‘file-spec’ is a valid file specification for the remote Kermit’s system. 

12.16.4 Remote Directory 

This causes Kermit-32 to request a directory listing from the server Kermit. The directory 
listing will be printed on the users terminal. The format of the listing is determined b y the 
server Kermit. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE DIRECTORY file-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>REMOTE DIRECTORY 

Where ‘file-spec’ is a valid file specification for the server Kermit’s system. 

12.16.5 Remote Disk_usage 

This causes Kermit-32 to request the server Kermit to reply with an indication of the amount 
of disk space used and available for the given directory (or the default directory if none is 
given). 
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Kermit-32>REMOTE DISK_USAGE directory-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>REMOTE DISK_USAGE 

Where ‘directory-spec’ is a directory specification for the server Kermit’s system. REMOTE 
SPACE is a synonym for the REMOTE DISK_USAGE command. 

12.16.6 Remote Exit 

This command is identical to the FINISH command. It requests the server Kermit to exit to its 
system command parser, allowing the terminal to be used for normal commands. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE EXIT 

12.16.7 Remote Help 

This causes Kermit-32 to request the server Kermit to reply with a short summary of what 
commands it supports in server mode. If an argument is given, help on the specific topic is 
requested. The resulting help message will be typed on the users terminal. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE HELP 
or 
Kermit-32>REMOTE HELP topic 

Where ‘topic’ is a subject for more detailed help. If no topic is given, a general help message 
is requested. 

12.16.8 Remote Host 

This command requests the server Kermit to perform the specified command as if the user on 
a terminal typed it. Any results of the command will be printed on the user’s terminal. Note 
that this should only be used for commands which will not require any more user input, since 
there will be no way for the user to interact with the remote system to supply more input. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE HOST command 

Where ‘command’ is any valid command to be processed by the remote systems standard 
command parser. 

12.16.9 Remote Login 

This command allows the user to supply the server Kermit with accounting information. The 
server Kermit may use this to validate the users access to the system as well as for billing 
purposes. It may also use this information to provide the user with access to files on its 
system. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE LOGIN user-id 
Account: remote-accounting-info 
Password: remote-password 

Where ‘user-id’ is a string that represents valid user identification on the remote system, 
‘remote-accounting-info’ is any additional accounting information required by the remote 
system (such as account strings), and ‘remote-password’ is the password for the remote 
system which corresponds to the given ‘user-id’. The password will not be echoed. 

12.16.10 Remote Logout 

This command is the same as the LOGOUT command. It will request the server Kermit to exit 
and logout its job. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE LOGOUT 
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12.16.11 Remote Rename 

This command causes Kermit-32 to request that the server Kermit change the name of a file. 
The server Kermit should respond with an indication that the operation is completed 
successfully, or else with an error message. Some Kermit’s may allow wild-card file 
specifications to be used, and will respond with a list of files and new names. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE RENAME old-remote-file 
New file: new-remote-file 

Where ‘old-remote-file’ is the name of the file to be renamed, and ‘new-remote-file’ is the new 
name for the file. 

12.16.12 Remote Send_message 

This command requests the server Kermit to send a short (one line) message to the given 
destination. Depending on the system, the destination may be a terminal, a user name, a 
mailbox name or some other destination address. The server Kermit should respond with an 
indication of success or failure. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE SEND_MESSAGE destination-address 
Message: message-text 

Where ‘destination-address’ is a valid destination for the server’s system, and ‘message text’ 
is the message to be sent. 

12.16.13 Remote Status 

This requests the status of the server Kermit. The server Kermit will reply with some 
indication of its status. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE STATUS 

12.16.14 Remote Type 

This causes Kermit-32 to request the server Kermit to transmit the specified file (or files if the 
server supports wild-card) so that the file(s) can be typed on the user’s terminal. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE TYPE file-spec 

Where ‘file-spec’ is a valid file specification for the server Kermit’s system. 

12.16.15 Remote Who 

This requests the server Kermit to display a list of users of its system, along with other 
information about the users and/or system. A specific user-id may be supplied, which may 
result in more detailed information about the particular user. It is also possible to supply 
options for use by the server Kermit in determining the format, etc., of the resulting list. 

Kermit-32>REMOTE WHO user id 
Options: options-list 

Where ‘user-id’ is an optional string representing a specific user, and ‘options-list’ is an 
optional list of formatting or selection options. 

12.17 SEND 

The SEND command will allow you to send a file(s) to the other Kermit. The SEND command 
will allow file wildcard processing as is found in VAX/VMS. If Kermit-32 is running in remote 
mode, the file will be sent on the controlling terminal line after waiting the number of seconds 
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specified by the SET DELAY command. This gives the user time to escape back to the other 
Kermit and issue a receive command. If Kermit-32 is running in local mode, the file will be 
sent immediately on the terminal line specified by the SET LINE command. 

Kermit-32>SEND file-spec 

Where ‘file-spec’ is any valid VAX/VMS file specification. 

12.18 SERVER  

This command will cause Kermit-32 to enter server mode. The other Kermit can then issue 
server commands to send and receive files without having to give SEND or 

RECEIVE commands to Kermit-32. Kermit-32 may be put into SERVER mode wile running 
as either a remote Kermit (transmitting over the controlling terminal line), or as a local Kermit 
(transmitting over a terminal specified by a SET LINE command). Note that in order to 
correctly receive binary files while in SERVER mode, a SET FILE TYPE BINARY command 
must be done first. At this time there is no way for Kermit-32 to determine whether an 
incoming file is ASCII or binary. 

Kermit-32>SERVER 

12.19 SET 

The SET command is used to set various parameters in Kermit-32. 

12.19.1 Set Block_check_type 

The SET BLOCK_CHECK_TYPE command is used to determine the type of block check 
sequence that will be used during transmission. The block check sequence is used to detect 
transmission errors. There are three types of block checks available. These are the single 
character checksum (default), the two-character checksum, and the three-character CRC 
(cyclic redundancy check). This command does not ensure that the desired type of block 
check will be used, since both Kermit’s involved in the transfer must agree on the block check 
type. Kermit-32 will request that the type of block check set by this command be used for a 
transfer. If the other Kermit has also had the same block check type requested, then the 
desired block check type will be used. Otherwise, the single character checksum will be used. 
(See Kermit protocol manual for more information.) 

Kermit-32>SET BLOCK_CHECK_TYPE type: 

Where ‘type’ is one of: 

1_CHARACTER_CHECKSUM or ONE_CHARACTER_CHECKSUM 
2_CHARACTER_CHECKSUM or TWO_CHARACTER_CHECKSUM 
3_CHARACTER_CRC_CCITT or THREE_CHARACTER_CRC_CCITT 

12.19.2 Set Debugging 

The SET DEBUGGING command is used to set the debug type-out on the user’s terminal. 
The command will accept either of the states ON or OFF. Kermit-32 can only do debugging 
type-out when running as a local Kermit 9SET LINE command done). This is because the 
debugging type-out would interfere with the file transfer if it were sent to the controlling 
terminal line in remote mode. 

Kermit-32>SET DEBUGGING state 

Where ‘state’ is either ON or OFF. 
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12.19.3 Set Delay 

The DELAY parameter is the number of seconds to wait before sending data after a SEND 
command is given. This is used when Kermit-32 is running in remote mode to allow the user 
time to escape back to the other Kermit and give a RECEIVE command. 

Kermit-32>SET DELAY n 

Where ‘n’ is the number of seconds to wait before sending data. 

12.19.4 Set Escape 

This command will set the escape character for the CONNECT processing. The command 
will take the octal value of the character to use as the escape character. This is the character 
which is used to “escape” back to Kermit-32 after using the CONNECT command. It defaults 
to 35 octal (ASCII GS, CTRL-]).  It is usually a good idea to set this character to something 
that is not used (or at least not used often) on the system to which Kermit-32 is 
CONNECTing. 

Kermit-32>SET ESCAPE value 

Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the character to use as the escape character. 

12.19.5 Set file 

The SET FILE command allows setting of parameters relating to the file format and file 
naming conventions used by Kermit-32. 

 Set File Naming.  This command sets the type of processing Kermit-32 
should do on file names that are being sent and received. Kermit-32 can 
either send the complete file specification (including device, directories, file 
name, file type and version number) or only the file name and type. When 
receiving a file specification, Kermit-32 can either attempt to use it as a 
VAX/VMS file specification as is, or first perform some substitutions and 
truncations in order to force the received specification to be just a valid file 
name and type. 
 
Kermit-32>SET FILE NAMING type 
 
Where ‘type’ is either FULL, NORMAL_FORM or UNTRANSLATED. 

 Set File Naming Full.  This will cause Kermit-32 to send complete file 
specification and perform no translations on received file specification. 

 Set File Naming Normal_form.  This will cause Kermit-32 to send only the 
file name and file type, and perform translations on received file specification 
to force them to be only a valid file name and type. 

 Set File Naming Untranslated.  This will cause Kermit-32 to send only the 
file name and file type, and perform no translations on received file 
specifications. 

 Set File Type.  This command will set the file type that Kermit-32 is 
receiving. A file type of ASCII should be used to receive text files that are to 
be used as text files on the VAX/VMS system. The file type BINARY should 
be used for binary files, such as CP/M .COM files, which need to be kept in a 
format that allows the file to be returned without any changes. 
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Kermit-32>SET FILE TYPE type 
 
Where ‘type’ is either ASCII, BINARY or FIXED. 

 Set File Type ASCII.  File type ASCII is for text files. 

 Set File Type Binary.  File type BINARY is for non-text files. Note that binary 
files which are generated on a VAX/VMS system cannot be transferred to 
another VAX/VMS system without losing file attributes. This means that (for 
example), an .EXE file cannot be transmitted with Kermit-32. (This problem 
should be resolved in a future version of Kermit-32). 

 Set File Type Fixed.  The FIXED file type will cause Kermit-32 to create a 
file with 512 byte fixed length records, containing only the data received from 
the other Kermit. This format can be used for transferring VAX/VMS .EXE 
files or RSX-11/M (P/OS) .TSK files, or any other binary file that is stored in 
512-byte fixed length records. 

12.19.6 Set Handshake 

Sets the half duplex line turnaround handshake character Kermit-32 will use. Normally 
required for communication with half duplex systems like IBM mainframes. 

Kermit-32>SET HANDSHAKE value 
or 
Kermit-32>SET HANDSHAKE NONE 

Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the character to use for the handshake 
character. The SET HANDSHAKE NONE command turns handshaking off. 

12.19.7 Set IBM_mode 

The SET IBM_MODE command allows Kermit-32 to be put into a mode that will allow 
transfer to an IBM host. This causes Kermit-32 to wait for the IBM turnaround character 
(XON, CTRL-Q) before sending any characters to the other Kermit. It also forces the parity 
type to be mark, and turns on local echo for the CONNECT command. 

Kermit-32>SET IBM_MODE state 

Where ‘state’ is either ON or OFF> 

12.19.8 Set Incomplete_file_disposition 

The SET INCOMPLETE_FILE_DISPOSITION command allows the user to determine what is 
done with a file that is not completely received. If the disposition is KEEP, all files received 
will be kept, even if only a portion of the file is received. If the disposition is DISCARD (the 
default), files that are not completely received are discarded. 

Kermit-32>SET INCOMPLETE_FILE_DISPOSITION action 

Where ‘action’ is either DISCARD or KEEP. 

12.19.9 Set Line 

This will set the terminal line that you are using. The terminal line must be one that is 
accessible to the users process. This means that the applicable protection code for the 
terminal must have been set to allow your process to access it (done by the system 
manager). 

Kermit-32>SET LINE terminal-name 
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The ‘terminal-name’ device must be a terminal line (e.g. TTA0:). 

12.19.10 Set Local_echo 

The SET LOCAL_ECHO command specifies whether characters should be echoed locally 
when CONNECTing to another system. If LOCAL_ECHO is set to ON, any character typed 
on the terminal will be echoed immediately to the terminal, as well as being sent to the other 
system. If LOCAL_ECHO is set to OFF (the default), the characters typed on the terminal are 
only sent to the other system (which would normally be echoing the characters). 

Kermit-32>SET LOCAL_ECHO state 

Where ‘state’ is either ON or OFF. 

12.19.11 Set Message 

This command sets the type of type-out Kermit-32 will do during transfers in local mode. 
Kermit-32 can type out the file specification being transferred, the packet numbers being sent 
and received, both or neither. The default is to type file specification but not packet number. 

Kermit-32>SET MESSAGE type state 

Where ‘type’ is either FILE or PACKET, and ‘state’ is either ON or OFF. 

12.19.12 Set Parity 

This command determines the type of parity to use on the transmission line. Kermit-32 
normally uses characters that consist of eight data bits with no parity bit. For systems or 
transmission media that require a specific parity type, Kermit-32 can send characters as 
seven data bits plus a parity bit. 

Kermit-32>SET PARITY state 

Where ‘state’ is one of: 

NONE (default) - eight data bits and no parity bit. 
MARK - seven data bits with the parity bit set to one. 
SPACE - seven data bits with the parity bit set to zero. 
EVEN - seven data bits with the parity bit set to make the overall parity 
even. 
ODD - seven data bits with the parity bit set to make the overall parity 
odd. 

12.19.13 Set Prompt 

This command sets the string to be used for the command prompt. IF no argument is given, 
the default prompt (Kermit-32>) is used. 

Kermit-32>SET PROMPT new-prompt-text 
or 
Kermit-32>SET PROMPT 

Where ‘new-prompt-text’ is the new prompt to use. 

12.19.14 Set Receive 

It is possible to set various parameters associated with the receiving of the data from the 
remote Kermit. SET RECEIVE will enable you to set the various receive parameters. 
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 Set Receive End_of_line.  This will set the end of line character the Kermit-
32 expects to receive from the remote Kermit. This is the character that 
terminates a packet. The parameter must be an octal number in the range 1 
to 37. The default value is 15 octal (ASCII CR, CTRL-M). 
 
Kermit-32>SET RECEIVE END_OF_LINE value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the character to use for the end 
of line character. 

 Set Receive Eight_bit_quote.  This command sets the character to be used 
(when necessary) to quote characters which have the eight bit (parity bit) set. 
This is used to transfer eight-bit bytes on a transmission medium that only 
supports seven data bits. The parameter must be an octal number in the 
range 41 to 76 or 140 to 176. The default value is 46 octal (ASCII “&”). 
Eighth-bit quoting will only be used if both Kermit’s can handle it, and the 
transmission medium does not transmit 8 data bits (as indicated by the SET 
PARITY command). 
 
Kermit-32>SET RECEIVE EIGHT_BIT_QUOTE value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the character to use for quoting 
characters which have the eighth bit set. 

 Set Receive Packet_length.  This will set the receive packet length. The 
value for this parameter must be between 10 and 94. Packet lengths outside 
of this range are illegal. The default value is 8. 
 
Kermit-32>SET RECIVE PACKET_LENGTH n 
 
Where ‘n’ is the receive packet length to use. 

 Set Receive Padchar.  This parameter is the padding character that is sent 
to the remote Kermit. The parameter must be an octal number in the range of 
0 to 37 or 177. The default value is 0 (ASCII NULL, CTRL-@). 
 
Kermit-32>SET RECEIVE PADCHAR value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the character to be used as a 
pad character. 

 Set Receive Padding.  This command will set the number of padding 
characters that will be sent to the other Kermit. The default value is 0. 
 
Kermit-32>SET RECEIVE PADDING n 
 
Where ‘n’ is the number of padding characters to use. 

 Set Receive Quote.  This will set the quoting character that Kermit-32 will 
expect on incoming messages. This is the character used to quote control 
characters. The parameter must be an octal number in the range 40 to 176. 
The default value is 43 octal (ASCII “#”). 
 
Kermit-32>SET RECEIVE QUOTE value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the quoting character. 
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 Set Receive Start_of_packet.  This command will set the start of packet 
character for Kermit-32. The start of packet character must be in the range of 
1 to 37 octal. The default value is 1 (ASCII SOH, CTRL-A. This value should 
only be changed if absolutely necessary. It must be set the same in both 
Kermit’s. 
 
Kermit-32>SET RECEIVE START_OF_PACKET value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the receive start-of-packet 
character to use. 

 Set Receive Timeout.  This will set the number of seconds before Kermit-32 
will time out the attempt to receive a message. This time out is used to 
handle transmission errors that totally lose a message. The default value is 
15 seconds. 
 
Kermit-32>SET RECEIVE TIMEOUT n 
 
Where ‘n’ is the number of seconds to wait for a message. 

 Set Receive Repeat_quote.  This command sets the character to be used 
as the lead-in character for a repeat sequence (a string of characters which 
represents some number of characters which are repeated in the data). Both 
Kermit’s must support repeat compression for this to be in effect. The 
parameter must be an octal number in the range 41 to 76 or 140 to 176. The 
default value is 176 octal (ASCII “~”). The character will only be used on files 
that are being transmitted by Kermit-32. The REPEAT_QUOTE character 
used for incoming files is decided on by the other Kermit. A value of 40 octal 
(a space) will disable repeat compression. 
 
Kermit-32>SET REPEAT_QUOTE value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) for the repeat quoting character. 

 Set Receive Retry.  This command sets the maximum number of times 
Kermit-32 should try to send specific packets. There are two retry 
maximums, one for the initial connection packet (the “SEND-INIT”), the other 
for all other packets. The default value for initial connections is 5. The default 
value for all other packets is 16. 
 
Kermit-32>SET RETRY type n 
 
Where ‘type’ is either INITIAL_CONNECTION (for initial connection packet) 
or PACKET (for all other packets), and ‘n is the number of retries (in decimal) 
to attempt. 

12.19.15 Set Send 

It is possible to set various parameters associated with the receiving of the data from the 
remote Kermit. SET SEND will enable you to set the various SEND parameters. These 
parameters should not normally be set, since as part of the transfer initialization process the 
two Kermit’s exchange their RECEIVE parameters. The capability of setting these 
parameters is provided so that the transfer initialization can be completed even if the default 
parameters are not correct. 
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 Set Send End_of_line.  This will set the end of line character the Kermit-32 
will send to the remote Kermit. This is the character that terminates a packet. 
The parameter must be an octal number in the range 1 to 37. The default 
value is 15 octal (ASCII CR, CTRL-M). 
 
Kermit-32>SET SEND END_OF_LINE value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the character to use for the end 
of line character. 

 Set Send Packet_length.  This will set the SEND packet length. The value 
for this parameter must be between 10 and 94. Packet lengths outside of this 
range are illegal. The default value is 80. 
 
Kermit-32>SET SEND PACKET_LENGTH n 
 
Where ‘n’ is the send packet length to use. 

 Set Send Padchar.  This parameter is the padding character that is sent to 
the remote Kermit. The parameter must be an octal numb er in the range of 0 
to 37 or 177. The default value is 0 (ASCII NULL, CTRL-@). 
 
Kermit-32>SET SEND PADCHAR value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the character to be used as a 
pad character. 

 Set Send Padding.  This command will set the number of padding 
characters that will be sent to the other Kermit. The default value is 0. 
 
Kermit-32>SET SEND PADDING n 
 
Where ‘n’ is the number of padding characters to use. 

 Set Send Quote.  This will set the quoting character that Kermit-3 will expect 
on incoming messages. This is the character used to quote control 
characters. The parameter must be an octal number in the range 40 to 176. 
The default value is 43 octal (ASCII “#”). 
 
Kermit-32>SET SEND QUOTE value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the quoting character. 

 Set Send Start_of_packet.  This command will set the start of packet 
character for Kermit-32. The start of packet character must be in the range of 
1 to 37 octal. The default value is 1 (ASCII SOH, CTRL-A). This value should 
only be changed if absolutely necessary. It must be set the same in both 
Kermit’s. 
 
Kermit-32>SET SEND START_OF_PACKET value 
 
Where ‘value’ is the ASCII value (in octal) of the start-of-packet character to 
use. 

 Set Send timeout.  This will set the number of second before Kermit-32 will 
time out a message it has sent to the other Kermit. This time out is used to 
handle transmission errors that totally lose a message. The default value is 
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15 seconds. 
 
Kermit-32>SET SEND TIMEOUT n 
 
Where ‘n’ is the number of seconds to wait for a message. 

12.19.16 Set Server_timer 

This specifies the number of seconds between timeouts during server command wait. A value 
of 0 specifies that no timeouts should occur during server command wait. When a Kermit 
server times out, it sends a NAK packet. Some systems cannot clear piled-up NAKs from 
their input buffers; if you’re using such a system to communicate with a Kermit-32 server, and 
you expect to be leaving the server idle for long periods of time, you should use this 
command to turn off server command-wait timeouts. 

Kermit-32>SET SERVER_TIMEOUT n 

Where ‘n’ is the number of seconds between server timeouts. 

12.19.17 Set Transmit 

It is possible to set a few parameters associated with the raw TRANSMIT command that vary 
both what the user sees on the screen as well as the speed of the transmit. 

 Set Transmit Delay. This parameter is the amount of time to delay after 
each carriage return is transmitted. Valid delay values range between (the 
default) and 9 tenths of a second. The format of the command is: 
 
Kermit-32>SET TRANSMIT DELAY d 
 
Where ‘d’ is a single decimal digit representing tenths of a second. 
 
Some remote hosts may not be able to receive the characters as fast as 
Kermit-32 can send them. The TRANSMIT DELAY can be used to slow up 
the transfer by adding a slight delay after each line is sent. 
 
The transfer also runs slower if the transmit echo is on, and the remote 
system is echoing the characters as it receives them. If the transmit delay is 
set to 9 tenths of a second, the remote system is echoing characters, the 
transmit echo is on, and the remote system still cannot keep up, then the 
connection should be made at a slower baud rate. 
 
Conversely, the file transfer speed can be increased by: setting the delay to 0 
and the echo off, stopping the remote system from echoing the characters it 
receives, and connecting at higher baud rates. 

 Set Transmit Echo.  This command controls what the user sees on the 
screen during the file transfer. The format of the command is: 
 
Kermit-32>SET TRANSMIT ECHO state 
 
Where ‘state’ is either ON or OFF. 
 
By default, the transmit echo is left off and the user sees the number of each 
line after it has been transmitted. With transmit echo on, the user sees 
whatever the remote system would normally echo back to him while he is 
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typing in a file. Note that turning the ec ho on typically slows the file transfer 
down. 

12.20 SHOW 

The SHOW command allows you to show the various parameters that are set with the SET 
command. 

12.20.1 Show All 

The SHOW ALL command will cause all of the parameters to be listed. 

12.20.2 Show Block_check_type 

This command will type out what type of block check is being requested. 

12.20.3 Show Communications 

This command will type out the communications line related parameters. This includes the 
terminal line being used, the parity type, etc. 

12.20.4 Show Debugging 

The SHOW DEBUGGING command will print the state of the debugging flag. 

12.20.5 Show Delay 

This will display the number of seconds delay that Kermit-32 will use before attempting to 
send or receive a file. 

12.20.6 Show Escape 

This will display the current escape character for the CONNECT processing. 

12.20.7 Show File_parameters 

This will display the parameters related to files being used. This includes the file type and the 
incomplete file disposition. 

12.20.8 Show Incomplete_file_disposition 

This will display the disposition of incompletely received files. 

12.20.9 Show Line 

This command displays the terminal line that will be used for CONNECT and file transfers 
commands. 

12.20.10 Show Local_echo 

This will display the status of the local echo flag. 

12.20.11 Show Packet 

This will display the current settings of the send and receive packet parameters. 
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12.20.12 Show Parity 

This will display the current parity setting. 

12.20.13 Show Receive 

The current values of the RECEIVE parameters will be displayed on the user’s terminal. Only 
the parameters that can be set will be displayed. 

12.20.14 Show Retry 

This command will show the maximum number of retries that Kermit-32 will attempt to send a 
message to the remote Kermit. 

12.20.15 Show Send 

All of the send parameters will be displayed on the user’s terminal. 

12.20.16 Show Timing 

All of the timing parameters will be displayed on the user’s terminal. 

12.20.17 Show Transmit 

This will display the parameters related to the TRANSMIT command. 

12.20.18 Show Version 

Displays the version number of Kermit-32 that is in use. 

12.20.19 Show Status 

The current status of Kermit-32 will be displayed. This includes the number of characters that 
have been sent and received from the remote Kermit. Also included is an estimate of the 
effective baud rate of the transfer. This number is not intended to be exact, but only an 
indication of what range of throughput has been provided. 

12.21 TAKE 

The TAKE command tells Kermit-32 to execute commands from the specified file. You may 
also use the VAX/VMS notation “@” instead of Take to specify a command file: 

Kermit-32>TAKE file-spec 
or 
Kermit-32>TAKE file-spec/DISPLAY 

Where ‘file-spec’ is any normal VAX/VMS file specification. IF file-spec does not specify a file-
type, Kermit-32 will supply a default of .COM. The /DISPLAY option causes the commands 
read from the file to be displayed on the user’s terminal. 

12.22 TRANSMIT 

The TRANSMIT command allows you to transmit a file(s) to remote systems that do not have 
Kermit available. Note that there is no error checking or packets involved in this method of file 
transfer. The format of the command is: 

Kermit-32>TRANSMIT file-spec 
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Where ‘file-spec’ is any valid VAX/VMS file specification. 

This command does a raw transmit of an ASCII file, one character at a time, with carriage 
returns (no line-feeds) at the end of each line. It is used with Kermit-32 in local mode. The 
user must first prepare the remote host to receive the file by starting an edit session in input 
mode. Then the user can escape back to Kermit-32 and issue the TRANSMIT command. 
After the transmit is finished, the user then CONNECTs back to the remote host again and 
ends the edit session. 

12.23 CONTROL CHARACTERS 

During a file transmit, the following control characters can be used to affect the transfer in 
progress: 

CTRL-C - Abort the transmit 
CTRL-X - Abort the file currently being transmitted 
CTRL-Z - Abort the file group currently being transmitted 

12.24 DELAY 

Some remote hosts may not be able to receive the characters as fast as Kermit-32 can send 
them. The SET TRANSMIT DELAY command can be used to slow up the transfer by adding 
a slight delay after each line is sent. 

The transfer also runs slower if the transmit echo is on, and the remote system is echoing the 
characters as it receives them. If the transmit delay is set to 9 tenths of a second, the remote 
system is echoing characters, the transmit echo is on, and the remote system still cannot 
keep up, then the connection should be made at a slower baud rate. 

Conversely, the file transfer4 speed can be increased by: setting the delay to 0 and the echo 
off, stopping the remote system from echoing the characters it receives, and connecting at 
higher baud rates. 

12.25 ECHO 

The SET TRANSMIT ECHO command controls what the user sees on the screen during the 
file transfer. With transmit echo off, the user sees the number of each line after it has been 
transmitted. With transmit echo on, the user sees whatever the remote system would 
normally echo back to the user while he is typing in a file. 

12.26 ZMODEM 

Zmodem is another file transfer protocol that is available on both VAX and Alpha platforms. 
Two programs reside in the MG:[KERMIT] directory. The sending program that transfers the 
file is called “SZ.EXE”. The receiving program that gets the file is called “RZ.EXE”. Each 
program takes a set of switches of the form “-ab” and command line input. The easiest 
method for running either SZ or RZ requires a symbol definition for each program. 

SZ : = = $MG:[KERMIT]SZ.EXE 
RZ : = = $MG:[KERMIT]RZ.EXE 

This definition will run the program and accept command line input by simply typing “SZ” or 
“RZ” 

sz - by filename.ext 
rz - by 
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The default Zmodem parameters that are significant are the CRC type and Transmit method. 
For VMS to VMS transfers no action needs to be taken. If a different Zmodem implementation 
is in use, for example PROCOMM-PLUS, set the CRC type to 32 bit and the transmit method 
to ‘Streaming’. This is generally the most efficient transfer method. If necessary 16 bit CRC 
and a 1024 byte packet are available by using the appropriate command line switch. 

12.26.1 Using SZ.EXE to Send Files 

Following is the SZ usage description. This can be called at any time by typing: 

sz - help 

 

A number of helpful options exist for sending files. For example, when sending binary files 
use the ‘-b’ switch (default). When sending ASCII use ‘-a’ to convert the new line character to 
a carriage return/line feed. When sending binary files the ‘-Z’ switch will activate a Zmodem 
compression algorithm that may save time. The ‘-v’ switch will log the progress of the transfer 
and error messages that can be useful for troubleshooting. In fact, multiple v’s record more 
verbose messages. For example, if a transfer is stalling call sz with the verbose switch: sz -
byZvvv. This will provide lengthy text pertaining to the status of the transfer and written out to 
a file called “SZLOG.TMP”. 

mode: 1 

Countem:000 bchtest.exe  4096 
countem:Total 1  4096 
zshhdr:f 4 ZRQINIT 0 
Retry 0:Awaiting pathname nak for bchtest.exe 
mode:0 
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To send more than one file type: 

sz-byZvvv file1.ext file2.ext file3.ext... 

To change from ‘streaming’ to ‘1024 byte packet’ and 32-bit CRC type: 

sz-kobyZvvv file.ext 
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12.26.2 Using RZ.EXE to Receive Files 

Next is the RZ usage description called by: 

rz - help 

 

The RZ program will adjust to the sender program automatically and does not have the need 
for various options. To receive files specify the type ‘-b’ for binary (program 
executables...*.exe), and ‘-a’ for ASCII (text). The ‘-y’ will apply the current date to the new 
file. Leaving out this switch will prevent RZ from overwriting an existing file. Finally the ‘-v’ 
option works in the same manner as it does for SZ. The output file, however, is changed to 
RZLOG.TMP. 

13 RECORD LOAD/DUMP 
This Record Load/Dump Utility (FLEED) allows the interactive editing of SCADA database 
files from a VT terminal. It also allows dump/reload of records into/from text files. 

13.1 FLEED 

The FLEED utility allows a user to dump and reload records from all SCADA database editor 
files.  The following database editor files are directly accessible by name via a “FILE=” 
command: 

 

All other database editor files (i.e., any that are not in the list above) are accessible via a 
“FILE=UNKNOWN”command. 
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The FLEED utility is invoked by entering the command: 

$ FLE 

to which FLE responds with the prompt: 

FLE> 

13.2 FLEED COMMANDS 

The valid commands for FLEED are illustrated in the response to the HELP command, shown 
below: 

FLE> HELP 

Valid FLE commands are: 

EXIT exit from program 

FILE (file)edit file, HELP FILES for list 

HELP list valid FLE commands or files 

HELP FILES list file FLEED can edit 

HELP RECORD list commands for record prompt 

LOG turn on session logging 

NOLOG turn off session logging 

QUIT exit from program 

FLE> 

The FILE command allows the user to specify the name of a database file to be edited.  The 
database file names are the same as the names of the corresponding SCADA editors that 
edit them. They are illustrated in the sample conversation shown below: 

FLE> FILE 
File: ? 

Recognized files are: 

ALMSKL alarm message skeletons 

CALCED calculations 

CMDSEQ command sequences 

EGRAPH graph descriptions 

EMACROSLD status macros 

ETABL  Etable descriptions 

EXTRED  data extraction 

HINDEX  historical data 

MBEDIT  mapboard editor 

MSCVAL  Multiple Status Change Validation 

PSWORD  password 

SEGED  segment equations 

SETED  setpoint copy 

SPPSFX  prefix-suffix strings 

FLE> 

Once the database file has been specified, FLEED allows the user to review, modify or dump 
the contents of any record. At the RECORD NUMBER prompt, the user specifies which 
record he wants to access. The example below illustrates the commands that are valid at the 
RECORD NUMBER prompt: 
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FLE> FILE = CALCED 
CALCULATIONS FILE RECORD NUMBER (0000)>help 

Valid commands at the record prompt are: 

ALL, BEFORE, REST  Dump specified records 

DUMP  Dump this record 

EXIT  Exit to FLE prompt 

HELP  Display this help 

MODIFY  Modify the current record 

QUIT  Exit to FLE prompt 

Nnnn  Modify the specified record 

+/- n Move by number of records 

CALCULATIONS FILE RECORD NUMBER (0000)> 

13.3 USING FILE = UNKNOWN 

To review, modify or dump the contents of a record for a database editor file that is not in the 
list of recognized files, type the following: 

FLE>FILE=UNKNOWN 
_File: 

Enter the name of the editor at the prompt and proceed as for all editors. 

13.4 ACCESSING DATA ARRAYS IN COMMAND SEQUENCES & 
TEMPLATES 

You can use FLEED to edit the data arrays of command sequences and templates by using 
the FILE=UNKNOWN command. 

In response to the _File: prompt that appears after entering the FILE=UNKNOWN command, 
enter the name: 

DMDDAT 

If you wish to access data arrays in command sequences, or: 

TPLDAT 

if you wish to access data arrays in templates. 

13.5 EXAMPLE FLEED SESSIONS 

An example of a FLEED session for a record of the prefix-suffix strings file is shown below: 

FLE> FILE = SPPSFX 
PREFIX-SUFFIX FILE RECORD NUMBER (0000)> 
PREFIX STRINGS (NORMAL,FAIL )> 
SUFFIX STRINGS (NORMAL,FAIL , STATE2,STATE3) 
+> 
PREFIX-SUFFIX FILE RECORD NUMBER (0001)> EXIT 
FLE> 
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An example of a FLEED session for a record of the graph descriptions file is shown below: 

 

14 MOVE RTU UTILITY 
A utility called MOVERTU allows the system manager to modify the CL:RTU portion of 
telemetry and control addresses for all points from one value to another. This is handy if an 
RTU is being moved from one communication line to another. The RTU point itself, however, 
will not be moved and needs to be updated via the station editor STNED to complete the 
move. The following sample session illustrates the use of this utility. 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ RUN I_MOVERTU 

* This program makes changes to the database that cannot be undone.* 
Are you satisfied with your database backup? Y 
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This program will move all telemetry and control addresses on a COMLINE:RTU to another 
COMLINE:RTU. 

1. First enter the comline:rtu that you want changed: 19:33 

2. Now enter the comline:rtu that you want them changed to: 20:34 

3. All telemetry and control addresses 19:33 will be changed to 20:34 

4. Do you wish to proceed? Y 

5. Checking status points 

6. Checking analog point 

7. A total of 29 points (25 status and 4 analog) were changed. 

8. 29 telemetry addresses and 49 control addresses were changed. 

9. Remember to rebuild comline 19 and 20. 

In general, a group of points that are moved to a new RTU can be brought back by using the 
utility again. The program’s statement to the effect that the changes cannot be undone refers 
only to the case where a group of points are moved to join another group of points on a 
common RTU. In this case, the new group cannot be simply un-merged by using the utility 
again. 

15 DATABASE VERIFICATION 

15.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Database Verification utility 9VERIFY) is used by QEI personnel to perform a 
consistency check on portions of the SCADA database. The portions of the database 
checked are described below. Any detected errors or warnings are displayed on the users 
terminal. 

15.2 SYMBOL TABLE VERIFICATION 

The VERIFY program checks every point in the symbol table in station order. This is done in 
two phases. The first phase checks all data fields in the symbol table record with the 
corresponding data fields in the point description record. The second phase checks for 
multiply defined points (duplicate point ids). 

15.3 POINT DATA VERIFICATION 

The VERIFY program makes specific checks for each point type. Station points summary 
display names are cross referenced with the display table file. Analog points are checked for 
valid telemetry addresses. Status points are checked for valid telemetry and control 
addresses, and are also cross-referenced with the multiple status change validation file. 
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15.4 DISPLAY TABLE VERIFICATION 

The VERIFY program performs a consistency check for each display in the display table file. 
Display records are verified according to the display type. 

SLDs (Single Line Diagrams) are cross-referenced with the SLD index file. 

Analog, status, text and alarm summary displays are cross-referenced with the corresponding 
station description record. User editors and foreign mode displays are cross-referenced with 
the user display file. 

15.5 SLD VERIFICATION 

The VERIFY program performs a consistency check for each SLD in the SLD index file. 
Online SLDs are cross-referenced with the display table file. The station IDs in the foreground 
records are verified for both online and offline SLDs. 

15.6 MULTIPLE STATUS CHANGE VERIFICATION 

The VERIFY program performs a consistency check for each MSC record. The MSC record 
numbers are cross-referenced with the point description record for each point in the MSC file. 

15.7 HISTORICAL DATA VERIFICATION 

The VERIFY program performs a consistency check for each historical data set. The forward 
and backward linked lists of the allocated data set are verified. The data set is checked for 
current access and a warning message displayed. 

15.8 TAG DATA VERIFICATION 

The VERIFY program performs a consistency check for each tag record. This is done in two 
phases. The first phase cross-references each analog and status point to their corresponding 
tag record. The second phase cross-references each tag record with the corresponding 
analog or status point. 

15.9 PERFORMING A DATABASE VERIFICATION 

The following is the method for running SCADA database verification and the selection menu 
displayed by the VERIFY program: 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ VERIFY 

SCADA Database Verification 

1 = SYMBOL TABLE VERIFY 
2 = POINT DATA VERIFY 
3 = DISPLAY TABLE VERIFY 
4 = SLD VERIFY 
5 = MSC FILE VERIFY 
6 = HISTORICAL DATA VERIFY 
7 = TAG DATA VERIFY 
8 = COMPLETE DATABASE VERIFY 
SELECT A VERIFICATION TYPE CODE LISTED ABOVE> 

To exit the VERIFY program, press both the CTRL and Z keys at the same time. 
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16 DATABASE REPAIR 

16.1 INTRODUCTION 

WARNING 
This utility effects changes to the SCADA database that could cause significant system 
failures if not properly executed. Do not use without prior consultation with QEI personnel. 

The Database Repair utility (REPAIR) is used by QEI personnel to repair the SCADA 
database. 

The command syntax for REPAIR are shown below: 

$ RUN MG:[IMAGE]I_REPAIR 
REPAIR> command item parameter 

Valid commands are: 

DELETE 

16.2 DELETE 

The only valid REPAIR command is DELETE. This command will delete, remove or initialize 
a specific item from the database. 

Valid items are: 

SYMBOL, POINT, DISPLAY, SLD, TAG, TAGREC, MSC. 

16.2.1 Symbol 

The command DELETE SYMBOL deletes a point name from the symbol table. The 
parameter for this command is the name to be deleted, e.g.: “xxxx,yyyyyy”. This command is 
used to delete a point name for which there is no point. 

16.2.2 Point 

The command DELETE POINT deletes a point by adding it to the unused point list. The 
parameter for this command is the internal point identification number. This command is used 
to correct a point whose point name has been lost from the symbol table. 

16.2.3 Display 

The command DELETE DISPLAY removes a display from the display table. The parameter 
for this command is the display table record number. This command is used to delete an SLD 
display whose entry in the SLD index file has been lost. 

16.2.4 SLD 

The command DELETE SLD removes and SLD from the SLD index. The parameter for this 
command is the SLD index record number. This command is used to delete an SLD whose 
entry in the display table has been lost. 

16.2.5 Tag 

The command DELETE TAG zeroes the tag data record number for the specified point. The 
parameter for this command is the name of the point, e.g.: “xxxx,yyyyyy”. This command is 
used to correct a point for which the tag data is incorrect. 
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16.2.6 Tagrec 

The command DELETE TAGREC zeroes a tag data record and de-allocates the record from 
the bitmap. The parameter for this command is the tag data record number. This command is 
used to reinitialize a tag data record that is no longer associated with any point. 

16.2.7 MSC 

The command DELETE MSC initializes the MSC data record number of the specified point. 
The parameter for this command is the name of the point, e.g.: “xxxx,yyyyyy”. This command 
is used to correct a point whose associated MSC record is no longer correct. 

17 RE-ZONE UTILITY 
The Re-Zone utility (ZONES) allows a user to reassign the zones for a specific point or all 
points on a specific station. Each command to ZONES consists of a point station name and a 
list of zones, as shown below: 

Zones> “SSSS,PPPPPP” n,n,n... 

Where… 

SSSS.PPPPPP = point name 

n,n,n... = list of zone numbers (1-8) 

The utility assigns the specified zones to the specified point. If the list of zone numbers is not 
provided, the utility defaults to all zones. If the PPPPPP portion of the point name is not 
provided, the utility assigns the new zones to all points on the station. 

The following sample interactive session illustrates the use of this utility to assign to the 
ZONES utility via a text file, in which case the utility is invoked as follows: 

$@MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ZONES 
ZONES>”L14" 
station = <L14> point = < > zones = FF 
ZONES> “L14,STA001" 1,3,4 
station = <L14> point - <STA001> zones = D 
ZONES> ^Z 
$ 

for 120-Zone: 

Zones>”SSSS,PPPPPP”“Zonerecord” 

Alternatively, the zone reassignment commands may be submitted to the ZONES utility via a 
text file, in which case the utility is invoked as follows: 

$ZONES filename 

Where… 

filename = complete file specification of the file which contains the zone reassignment 
commands. 
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18 FILE ACCESS REPORT 
The File Access Report (RPTACC) generates a report of SCADA database file access 
statistics. This is useful for finding out which programs are accessing the disk most often. 

The following illustrates how to request the report and shows a sample of the generated 
report: 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ RPTACC 

 

19 CLEAR ACCESS COUNTS 
The clear Access Counts utility (CLRACC) clears the access counters reported by the File 
Access Report (RPTACC). This is useful for making disk access vs time measurements using 
RPTACC. 

The CLRACC utility is run by entering the following commands: 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ CLRACC 
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20 DATABASE FILE DUMP 
The Database File Dump utility (FDDUMP) dumps any SCADA database file into decimal (or 
HEX) and ASCII. 

The file to be dumped may be specified either as a three letter acronym sign “#” followed by 
the file id. See Database Size Reports for a list of all the file acronyms and fields. The second 
parameter is the record number of the record to be dumped. If this is omitted, record zero is 
dumped. 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ FDD 
FDD> AML 1 
Record:00001 File 063. “AML” (Max= 399) Block: 1 Offset: 128 
00000.00000 00003 00000 00000 65002 00000 65535 00000 “.........” 
00016. 13872 12335 08242 13105 12602 14940 08224 “06/02 13:17:09" 
00032. 08224 08224 17235 17473 17473 08257 21587 21844 “SCADA 
STARTU” 
00048. 08272 08257 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 “P A     “ 
00064. 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 
00080. 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 08224 “ ” 
00096. 00000 00000 00000 65535 53370 00768 00002 00000 “....z....” 
00112. 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 “.........” 
FDD 

After the initial record is dumped, FDDUMP prompts for another command. If RETURN is 
pressed, FDDUMP will dump the next sequential record. 

To exit FDDUMP, press the CRTL and Z keys at the same time. 

If desired, FDDUMP will dump in HEX by specifying FDD?HEX on the initial command. 

For example: 

$ FDD/HEX R$P 25 

FDDUMP can also dump records in forward link order (for files with forward and backward 
linked records). The switch to enable this is /LINKS, as in: 

$ FDD/LINKS DTL 

21 CREATING/ EXTENDING DATABASE FILES 
WARNING 
This utility effects changes to the SCADA database that could cause significant system 
failures if not properly executed. Do not use without prior consultation with QEI personnel. 

The Create Database File utility (FILCRT) creates SCADA database files, and also allows the 
system manager to expand a database file without losing the existing contents. 

The command syntax for FILCRT is shown below: 

$ FILCRT command [/switch] file_number 

See Database Report for a list of the SCADA database file numbers 

Valid command for FILCRT are: 
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Command Result 

CREATE- creates a new zero filled file/ 

EXTEND-  files are expanded to the larger size without 
losing the existing contents. The expanded 
records are zero filled.  

Files are compressed to the smaller size by 
truncating the file, losing the existing contents. 

COPY-  creates a new file and copies the number of 
blocks/records specified. 

if the new file is larger the records will be zero 
filled. 

Valid switches are: 

Switch Description 

/SIZE the size of the file in 512. byte blocks 

if not specified SIZE defaults to 1. 

invalid with switch /RECORDS. 

/RECORDS the number of records to size the file 

invalid with switch /SIZE 

/GLOBAL the number of global buffers for disk caching. 

if not specified, global buffers default to 0. 

not normally specified 

The example below extends file 4 (SPARE_04.DAT) to 150 blocks in the directory ONLINE. 
To exit from FILCRT press the CRTL and Z keys at the same time. 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ SET DEF ONLINE: 
$ FILCRT EXTEND/SIZE=150 4 

Extending file#004 :SPARE_04" Size 150 by 48 blocks.  

FILCRT: 

22 DUMP GLOBAL SECTION 
The Global Section Dump Utility (GSDUMP) dumps any SCADA global section into HEX and 
ASCII. The name of the global section to be dumped is specified on the command line. 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ GSDUMP global_section_name 

23 HISTORICAL DATA ARCHIVING UTILITY 

23.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section describes the use of HDUMP and HLOAD software utilities for archiving QUICS 
IV historical data sets. The archived record formats are defined to allow users to write 
programs referencing this data. 

The HDUMP utility is used by the SCADA system manager to archive historical data for 
future reference or for off-line analysis. Likewise, the HLOAD utility can be used to restore 
data to QUICS IV for use in system displays. 
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23.2 HDUMP 

The HDUMP utility may be invoked from a standard ASCII terminal, such as VT100. Prior to 
use, the utility must be installed by entering the command: 

$[INSTALL]UTIL 

The format of an HDUMP command, with the operational portions contained in square 
brackets, is as follows: 

HDU out [/AP [/IH]] [/HD] =/FI:n [/-CF] [/AL] 

Where: 

out - is the file specification for the disk file where the data set is to be stored; e.g., 
MG:[OUTPUT]HIST.DATn - is the number of the data set to be dumped 

/AP - specifies that the dump is to be appended to an existing file; the default is /-AP; if 
present, the dump file and the data set must have the same sampling interval and number of 
points. 

/IH - specifies that internal headers are to be included (format given later); default value is /-
IH; this switch may only be used with the /AP switch. 

/HD - specifies that header records are to be written to the dump file along with the sample 
records (format given later); default is /HD. 

/FI - specifies the data set to be dumped; no default 

/CF - specifies that the ‘NEW’ data flags are to be cleared after the data set is dumped; 
default is /CF. 

/AL - specifies that all sample records are to be dumped, even those with the ‘NEW” flag 
clear; default is /AL. 

23.3 HLOAD 

The HLOAD utility may be invoked from a standard ASCII terminal, such as VT100. Prior to 
use, the utility must be installed by entering the command: 

@[INSTALL]UTIL 

The HLOAD utility reads files which were created by the HDUMP utility and loads the sample 
records into a historical data set in the database. The header records are ignored. The format 
of a HLOAD command, with the optional portions contained in square brackets, is as follows: 

HLO /FI:nn-in [/DA:yy-mm-dd[/TI:hh-mm-ss]] [,in...] 

Where: 

in-is the file specification for the disk file where the data is stored 

nn- is the number of the data set to be loaded 

/FI- specifies the data set to be loaded; no default 

/DA-specifies the date of the first sample to be loaded; default is all sample records 
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/TI- specifies the time of the first sample to be loaded; defaults the first sample which 
matches the /DA switch; the /TI switch may only be used with the /DA switch. 

23.4 RECORD FORMATS 

The files created by HDUMP contain variable length records with one of four formats: 

Byte(s) Contents - Description 

Header record: 
0-1  header type code 
2-3  maximum number of points 
4-5  number of sample records 
6-11 start time block 
12-17 end time block 
18-23 sample interval time block 

Internal header record: 
0-1  header type code (-1=internal header) 
2-3  maximum number of points 
4-5  number of sample records 
6-11 start time block 
12-17 end time block 
18-23 sample interval time block 

Point name header record: 
0-1  header type code (-2=point name header) 
2-5  point ID number 
6-11 point name - 6 characters 
12,   (separator) 
13-16 station name - 4 characters 

Sample record: 
0-1  maximum number of points 
2-7  sample interval time block 
8  index record flag (see below) 
9  sample record flag (see below) 
10-15 sample time stamp time block 

For each point: 
n:n+3 point ID number 
n+4 unused byte 
n+5 point value flags (see below) 
n+6;  n+9point value 

23.5 TIME BLOCKS 

The time blocks referenced above are six (6) bytes long with the following format: 

Byte (s) Contents-Description 
0-1  Days in March 1, 1980 
2  Hour 
3  Minutes 
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3  Seconds 
4  Ticks (100 ticks/second) 

23.6 INDEX RECORD FLAGS 

The index record flag byte contains information concerning the entire historical data set. The 
numerical value, in octal, and meaning of each flag is as follows: 

 

23.7 SAMPLE RECORD FLAGS 

The same record flag byte contains information concerning the current sample record. The 
numerical value,in octal, and meaning of each flag is as follows: 

 

23.8 POINT RECORD FLAGS 

The point value flag byte contains information about a single point’s sample value. This byte 
contains a flag and two bit fields as follows: 

 

The following condition codes are used: 
1- normal 
2- telemetry field 
3- manually set 
4- not used 
5- unset (setpoints only) 
8- externally modified (via HDATA) 
9- interpolated 
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24 SCAN TASK MONITORING 
The communication between a QUICS IV scan task (or any scan task) and the RTU(s) can 
be monitored viz a programmer’s terminal (VT320 or DECTerm window). The operator can 
monitor the messages sent to and the replies returned from the RTU(s). This can assist in 
pinpointing possible communication problems. 

The command to start/stop scan task has the following format: 

$ @[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ SCANMON scantaskname p1 p2 outfile 

Where: 

scantaskname 

is the process name under which the scan task is running. It consists of a four-character scan 
task type (e.g., QUIC) and a two-digit communication line number (e.g., commline #4 would 
be QUIC04). 

p1- is the number of the RTU to monitor. If zero, all RTUs are monitored. 
p2- is the monitoring request code 
0= switch monitoring off 
1= switch monitoring on 
2= switch monitoring on logging messages with errors only (i.e., BCH 
timeout or checkback errors) 
3= switch monitoring on with hexadecimal message conversion. 

outfile- is the name of the file to write the monitor output to. If omitted, outputs to issuing 
terminal. 

Examples: 

 SCANMON QUIC04 0 1 
Monitors all communication on communication line 4 
Output appears on the system manager’s terminal. 
SCANMON QUIC04 0 0 
Stops monitoring 
SCANMON QUIC14 10 2 MONITOR_LOG.TXT 
Monitors communication errors on RTU 10 on communication line 14. 
Output is written to disk file called MONITOR_LOG.TXT 
SCANMON QUIC14 10 0 
Stops monitoring of RTU 10 on communication line 14. 

25 DATABASE SIZE REPORT 
The Database Size Report (RPTSIZ) generates a report of the size of all the SCADA 
database files. The file is shown in both 512. byte blocks and records. For each file, the 
report also shows the file identification code (under the file column), the file’s three letter 
acronym and the file description. The file acronym is useful for accessing files using 
FDDUMP (see Database File Dump). 

Running the RPTSIZ utility is shown below, followed by a sample of the report generated. 
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$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ RPTSIZ 

 

26 SCAN TABLE DUMP 
The Scan Table Dump utility (SCDUMP) generates a report of the contents of the scan table 
for any communication line. 

The command syntax specifies the communication line number and an optional RTU number. 
If the RTU number is not specified, all RTUs on the communication line are reported. 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ SCDUMP 01 

 

Comline data “QUIC, COMM01" 0 0 0 0 0. 
RTU #1 “QUIC, RTU1 “data: 

 

RTU #2 “QUIC, TRU002" data: 
RTU #3 “QUIC, RTU003" data: 

27 SHOW LOCKS 
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The Show Locks Utility (SHLOCK) generates a dynamic display of all the SCADA group 
event flags and resource locks in the system. The display is updated every second showing 
the current state of the resources. 

To terminate the dynamic SHOCK utility, enter a control Z. This is accomplished by pressing 
the CRTL and Z keys at the same time. 

$ @MG:[INTALL]UTIL 
$ SHL 

 

The SHLOCK utility may also be run in static mode. This produces a ont time list of all the 
group event flags and resource locks in the system. 

To run in static mode, enter any character on the command line as in the following: 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ SHL X 

28 CLEAR DATABASE FILE 
WARNING 
This utility effects changes to the SCADA database that could cause significant system 

failures if not properly executed. Do not use without prior consultation with QEI personnel. 

The Clear Database File utility (CLEAR) is used by QEI personnel to empty (zero) any 
SCADA database file. DO NOT USE this utility unless you really know what you are doing. 

The following example clears SCADA database file number 63 (Alarm links file). For a list of 
SCADA database file numbers, see Database Size Report. 
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29 INITIALIZING SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

29.1 INTRODUCTION 

A utility called INIFIL allows the system manager to modify TDMS-Plus system parameters in 
the database. 

To activate the INIFIL program, enter the following commands: 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ INIFIL 

The INIFIL program will proceed to ask you a series of questions regarding options and 
system parameters. In each prompt, INIFIL will show you the current value of the option or 
system parameter. 

For each prompt, type in your answer and press RETURN or if you do not wish to modify the 
option, just press RETURN and the current value will be used. When the initialization 
program completes (last question has been answered), the following message will be 
displayed: 

Updating Security Settings.  Please wait.... 
INIFIL - Done 

The following sections explain how to answer the INIFIL program’s prompts. 

29.2 PRINTER FEATURE MODIFICATIONS 

Do you want to modify printer features [Y or N, Default:N]: 
This is the first prompt displayed by the INIFIL program. If you wish to modify any of the 
following features, respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt. The default is N. The modifiable 
printer features and their usual values are as follows: 

 pitch code. code representing characters displayed per inch (usually 2) 

 left margin.  left column in which to begin printing (usually 1) 

 line width.  width of the line in characters (usually 157) 

NOTE 
The allowable line widths can be varied by modifying the pitch code. The greater the pitch 

code, the higher the line width may be set. 

The program will prompt you for bitmap and color capability for each logger configured in the 
system via the following prompts: 

Logger # n bit [Y or N, Default:N] 
Logger # n col [Y or N, Default:N] 

29.3 SCREEN FEATURE MODIFICATIONS 

Do you want to modify screen features [Y or N, Default:N]: 
All screen s in the system are set to no paraplot by default. If you wish to modify this, enter a 
“Y” for yes to this prompt. The default is no. If you reponed yes, you will be allowed to modify 
the paraplot flag for each screen defined in the system via the following prompt: 

Screen # n paraplot [Y or N, Default:N] 

Where n is the screen number. 
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29.4 PASSWORD DEFAULT SETTING 

Screen mode set by logoff [T/N] [String (up to 1 char.), Default: “N”]: 
The screen mode at logoff may be set to “T” for training or “N” for normal. The default is 
normal. 

Modify the screen zones set by logoff [Y or N, Default: “N”]: 

If you respond “Y” for yes, the program will allow you to modify the logoff settings for all eight 
zones. The zones are modified via the following prompts: 

Zone #n [Y or N, Default:N]: 

Where n is the zone number. This will be displayed for all eight zones. 

29.5 LOAD MANAGEMENT 

Modify load management logging [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes, the program will allow you to modify the load management logging 
for all eight zones. The zones are modified via the following prompts: 

Log to Zone #n [Y or N, Default:N]: 

Where n is the zone number. 

29.6 ALARMS 

Log alarm acknowledgment as event [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes to this prompt, each alarm acknowledgment will be logged as an 
event. This is usually set to “N”. 

Use fast alarm file full processing [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes t his prompt, new alarms will not be added to the file when the 
alarms file is full. However, the alarm will still be logged. If you respond “N” for no, new 
alarms will overwrite the oldest alarm when the alarms file is full. This is usually set to “No”. 

‘RESTORE’ is a privileged function [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes, the operator must be privileged to use the RESTORE alarms 
function. See the OP-2000 manual. This is usually set to “N”. 

Disable station acknowledge [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes to this prompt, acknowledging all alarms on a station will be 
disallowed. This is usually set to “N”. 

Display only active or unacknowledged alarms [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes, only active or unacknowledged alarms will be displayed on the 
Operating Alarms display. This is usually set to “N”. 

Display alarms in order of priority [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes, alarms are sorted by priority on the Operating Alarms display. This 
is usually set to “N”. 

Log audible alarm actions as event [Y or N, Default:Y]:  
If you respond “Y” for yes, audible alarm actions (silence, enable, and disable) will be logged 
to event printers.  This is usually set to “N”.  
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Do not log suppressed alarms [Y or N, Default:N]:  
If you respond “Y” for yes, alarms suppressed by the Master-Slave Alarm Suppression are 
not logged in the system (normally logged as Priority 0 alarms).  This is usually set to “N”. 

Alarm status changes from controls [Y or N, Default:N]:  
If you respond “Y” for yes, status alarms generated from operator controls are logged in the 
system.  This is usually set to “N”. 

Percent of alarms to hold as history [Range:0 to 100, Default:0]: 
This prompt requests as a percentage, the minimum number of alarms to hold as history after 
the alarms have expired. This is usually set to 0 (not to hold alarms as history). 

Alarm color section code [Range:0 to 255, Default:0]: 
This prompt requests the predefined alarm coloring scheme code. See the OP-900 manual. 
This is usually set to 0. 

29.7 STATUS CODING 

Status value color selection code [Range:0 to 3, Default:0]: 
This prompt requests the predefined status value coloring scheme code. This is usually set to 
0. 

29.8 ANALOG DIGITS 

Default number of decimal digits for analog display [Range:-3 to 16, Default:-3]: 
This prompt requests the default number of decimal digits to be displayed on analog 
summary (Station Data) displays. The default is -3, (ie. Values > 1 will have two decimal 
digits, values < 1 will have a floating decimal point). 

29.9 STATION DATA PRIVILEGE 

Modify Station Data field privileges [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes to this prompt, the program will supply additional prompts asking if 
privilege is required in order to modify certain data fields for points. The default is no. The 
following are data fields that can be made privileged. 

Analog value  [Y or N, Default:N]: 
Transition Counts [Y or N, Default:N]: 
Alarm Limits  [Y or N, Default:N]: 
Point of Description [Y or N, Default:N]: 
Rate of Change [Y or N, Default:N]: 
Prefix/suffix Code [Y or N, Default:N]: 
Status value  [Y or N, Default:N]: 
Text value  [Y or N, Default:N]: 
Engineering units [Y or N, Default:N]: 

29.10 ALARM LIMIT PRIVILEGE 

Modify alarm limit field privileges [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes, the program will supply additional prompts asking if privilege is 
required I order to modify alarm limit fields. The following alarm limit fields can be privileged: 

Emergency Alarm Limit[Y or N, Default:N]: 
Reasonability Alarm Limit[Y or N, Default:N]: 
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29.11 COMMUNICATION LINE DISPLAY 

Number of Com Line to display (-1 for NONE) [Range :-1 to 15, Default:-1]: 
This prompt requests the communication line number that will be used for displaying the most 
currently polled RTU in the upper right corner of the screen. This is usually set to -1 for 
NONE. 

29.12 EVENT DATA AND SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DATA 
RECORDING 

Modify data reading features [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you wish to modify any of the event data recording features, respond “Y” for yes to this 
prompt. The following are the data recording features which may be modified: 

Event recording [Y or N, Default:N]: 
To enable event data recording, respond “Y” for yes to this prompt. 

Sequence of Events recording [Y or N, Default:N]: 
To enable sequence of event data recording, respond “Y” for yes to this prompt. 

Load Management Event recording [Y or N, Default:N]: 
To enable load management event recording, respond “Y” for yes to this prompt.. 

29.13 NOTES 

Disable notes logging [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, changes to any NOTES areas will not be 
logged. The fact that a change to the notes is make is logged, however. The setting of this 
switch applies to notes entered via SLDs, the SCADA Status display and the Operator 
Scratch Pad. 

29.14 USER MESSAGES 

Enable user message logging [Y or N, Default:N] : 
If you respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, user messages sent from WV2000 will be 
logged to the event printers.  This is usually set to N. 

Maximum number of messages to read 

[Range:1 to 256, Default:50] : 
This prompt requests the number of user messages to send to WV2000 by the server when 
the user reads his messages.  The default is 50. 

29.15 REBOOT/FAILOVER TARGET 

Make REBOOT/ FAILOVER a privileged operation [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If you respond “Y” for yes, the operator must be privileged in order to operate the 
REBOOT/FAILOVER target. This is usually set to “N” (no privilege required). 

29.16 PRIVILEGED ALARM BLOCKING 

Ignore privilege when blocking alarms [Y or N, Default:N]: 
The default response “NO” will require a privileged operator in order to block alarms. 
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29.17 PRINT MAPPING TABLE 

WARNING 
This utility effects changes to the SCADA database that could cause significant system 

failures if not properly executed. Do not use without prior consultation with QEI personnel. 

Modify the point mapping partition size [Y or N, Default:N]: 
A “Y” response will prompt the user for the new size of the partition-mapping table. This will 
reallocate the number of blocks assigned per communication line in the scan table. A 
corresponding change to the size of the point-mapping file is required for correct operation. 

29.18 ALARM CALCULATION STATUS POINT CHANGES 

Alarm status point changes in CALCs [Y or N, Default:N] : 
If you respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, any status point changes resulting from 
SCADA calculations will be alarmed.  If you respond “N” for no, status point change alarms 
resulting from calculations will be suppressed.  This is normally set to “N” (no alarms from 
calculations). 

29.19 SECURITY 

Minimum number of characters for user password (-1 for NONE) 
     [Range:-1 to 16, Default:5]: 
This prompt requests the minimum number of characters required for a user password.  This 
setting is enforced when the user attempts to change his password.  The default is -1 for 
NONE. 

Require lowercase in passwords [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, user passwords must contain at least 1 
lowercase character.  This setting is enforced when the user attempts to change his 
password.  This is usually set to “N”. 

Require uppercase in passwords [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, user passwords must contain at least 1 
uppercase character.  This setting is enforced when the user attempts to change his 
password.  This is usually set to “N”. 

Require space in passwords [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, user passwords must contain at least 1 
space.  This setting is enforced when the user attempts to change his password.  This is 
usually set to “N”. 

Require special character in passwords [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, user passwords must contain at least 1 
special character.  The special characters are: 
!@#$%^&*()-=+[]\;’:",.<>? 
This setting is enforced when the user attempts to change his password.  This is usually set 
to “N”. 

Require number in passwords [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, user passwords must contain at least 1 
number.  This setting is enforced when the user attempts to change his password.  This is 
usually set to “N”. 

Encrypt user passwords [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, user passwords are encrypted before being 
stored in the system database.  This is usually set to “N”. 
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Hide user passwords [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, user passwords are hidden with asterisks in 
the password utilities.  This is usually set to “N”. 

Expire user passwords [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, the system will automatically expire user 
passwords.  If enabled, the user will be prompted to change their password on the next login 
after their password expires.  The program will prompt you for the number of days after which 
user passwords will expire.  This is usually set to “N”. 

Number of days to expire passwords 
     [Range:0 to 255, Default:30]: 
This prompt requests the number of days after which passwords will be 
automatically expired. 

Lock user accounts on invalid attempts [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, the system will lock (make inactive) operating 
system and user accounts after a specific number of invalid login attempts.  The program will 
prompt you for the number of invalid attempts after which accounts are locked.  This is 
usually set to “N”. 

Number of invalid attempts to lock account 
     [Range:0 to 31, Default:3]: 
This prompt requests the number of invalid attempts after which accounts will be 
locked (made inactive). 

Lock user accounts on inactivity [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, the system will lock (make inactive) operating 
system and user accounts after a specific number of days of inactivity (no login).  The 
program will prompt you for the number of inactive days after which accounts are locked 
(made inactive).  This is usually set to “N”. 

Number of days of inactivity to lock account 
     [Range:0 to 255, Default:90]: 
This prompt requests the number of days of inactivity (no login) after which 
accounts will be locked (made inactive). 

29.20 ZONE CALL-UP SETTINGS 
 

Check zones on display call-up [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, the system will check the user’s zones 
against the display zones before allowing the display call up to occur.  This applies to SLDs 
and Worldview maps.  If the user is not authorized to view the display, a zone violation 
message will be displayed to the user.  This is usually set to N. 

Check zones on report actions [Y or N, Default:N]: 
If your respond “Y” for yes to the above prompt, the system will check the user’s zones 
against the reports zones before allowing the report action to occur.  This applies to viewing, 
executing, and printing reports.  If the user is not authorized to act on the report, a zone 
violation message will be displayed to the user.  This is usually set to N. 

30 BACKUP AND RESTORE 
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30.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes backup and restore procedures for the TDMS-Plus SCADA system. 

All of the backups described in this document are made using the VMS BACKUP Utility. For 
the convenience of the user, TDMS-Plus provides a command file that actually performs the 
backups, which frees the user from memorizing the BACKUP syntax and provides guidance 
through the backup procedure. 

BACKUP will store the backup to the specified media in a special format that is readable only 
through BACKUP. 

The TDMS-Plus backup command file allows you to perform three types of backup: 

 1. DATABASE BACKUP 

This is a backup of the TDMS-Plus database ONLY, which includes all of the Single Line 
Diagrams (SLDs), historical files, point definitions, current point values, etc. (DATA.BCK). 

 2. SYSTEM BACKUP 

This is a complete copy of the system disk (SYSTEM.BCK), which includes the operating 
system. On single hard drive systems this procedure also includes that TDMS-Plus software, 
application software, and the TDMS-Plus database. 

 3. SCADA BACKUP 

This procedure provides a backup copy of the TDMS-Plus application software and the 
TDMS-Plus database in two separate savesets (SCADA.BCK and DATA.BCK) on the same 
tape. This can be used on systems where the TDMS-Plus application and/or the TDMS-Plus 
database reside on different disk drives or together on a disk other than the system disk. 

30.2 WHEN TO DO BACKUPS 

A database backup should be done at regularly scheduled intervals and after each major 
database revision, such as the addition of an RTU. 

It is recommended the system manager perform a system and/or SCADA backup after any 
change or update to the system or application software (i.e., a new program sent by tape or 
via the maintenance modem). It is not necessary to perform a system backup unless the 
system software and/or configuration have changed. However, periodic backups and 
verification enhance data security. 

In a dual CPU configuration, the A and B computers are configured differently. Therefore, 
separate system backups are required for each computer. The database, however, is 
identical on both computers in size and content due to synchronization. Therefore, only one 
set of database backups is necessary to satisfy backup requirements for both computers. 

For reasons of data security and economy, it is recommended that at least two copies of 
each type of backup be kept, with the oldest recycle. That way, there will be one copy of the 
backup that is secure while the other copy is in progress. Backup copies would not be stored 
together. One copy should be designated for off-site storage. Mark all backup media with the 
backup type (e.g. SYSTEM, SCADA, or DATABASE), node name (e.g. HOSTA) and the date 
it was made. 

Periodic restoration of the backup tapes should be scheduled to verify the integrity of the 
backups. In addition, the backup utility will accept a backup command switch as the third 
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parameter. This parameter could e “/verify” to confirm the successful file copy at the time of 
the backup. (See below for syntax information). 

In case of system failure, it will be possible to restore the system to the exact configuration 
that existed at the time of the last database backup provided there recommendations have 
been followed. 

30.3 IDENTIFYING THE BACKUP DEVICE 

This is required for the destination of a backup; or the source of a restore. 

Load the tape/USB into the tape drive/USB port.  

For a list of tape backup devices 

  show dev MK 

For a list of USB Flash key backup devices 

  show dev DN 

The list of devices will carry the format  

Tape - MKXXX 

USB - DNAX  where X represents an enumerated value of USB drives. 

 

30.4 PERFORMING A BACKUP 

The backup procedures for USB and a tape drive are the same, except for identifying the 
device name 

To assure the integrity of a backup, the SCADA system should not be running while the 
backup is being taken. On a single computer system, this means being down for the duration 
of the backup. To stop the SCADA system, enter the following: 

@MG:[INSTALL]KILL 

NOTE 
If you choose not to stop the SCADA system during the backup, do not edit the database 
while the backup is in progress. This method risks the loss of some data and will produce 

verification errors. 

If you have a dual computer system, then you can take backups without any downtime by 
taking backups one machine at a time, while each machine is in inactive mode. For example, 
if “A” is active and “B” is standby: 

(a)Stop “B” by entering: 

$ STOP FRECV 

The database on “B “ is now no longer being updated. 
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(b)Take a backup of “B”. 

(c)Reboot “B”, let it synchronize, and the reboot “A”. Now “B” will become active and “A” will 
re-synchronize 

(d)After “A” is fully synchronized, repeat (a) and (b) for “A”. 

To perform a backup, load the tape/usb into the tape drive/USB port. Then enter the following 
command: 

@ MG:[INSTALL]BACKUP 

The command file will display the following prompt: 

Enter the name of the output device. [Default = MKA500] 

Enter the Device name as found in section 30.3. Press the return key in response to the 
name of the device, as your tape drive is the default output device. If you wish to backup to 
another device, enter the name of that device. 

The command file will then display the following prompt: 

Do you want to initialize the tape [Y/N Default=Y]? 

The tape / USB is usually initialized before each backup. Initialization will delete any data 
currently on the tape. In most situations, you should press the return key in response to this 
question. System backups are image backups and will require a clean initialized tape. 
Database backups are generally smaller and can be appended to an existing system or 
SCADA backup tape. Since the backup utility does not uniquely identify each backup 
saveset, it is not advisable to append a number of database backup savesets on a single 
tape. A single tape with 6 or 7 savesets labeled DATA.BCK is nearly useless. 

The command file will now ask whether it should backup the entire system, the SCADA 
application or just the database. 

Do you want to backup DATA or SCADA or ALL [Default=DATA]? 

For a backup of the database alone, just press the return key. For a backup of the entire 
system disk, enter “ALL” and press the return key. For a backup of the TDMS-Plus 
application and database backup for multiple disk systems, enter SCADA and press the 
return key. It is preferred that you do a backup with the ALL qualifier. If only parts of the 
directories are needed they can be extracted from the ALL backup save set, or the whole disk 
can be restored as well.  

The tape drive / USB will now be initialized and mounted and the backup will be taken. Upon 
completion of the backup, the tape will be dismounted. If the SCADA system is not running 
and you wish to restart, reboot the computer. 

NOTE 
On a dual CPU system, restarting SCADA will cause the machine to synchronize to the online 
CPU automatically. The messages “(CL STANDBY UNAVAILABLE” AND 

“SYNCHRONIZATION STARTING” will be logged on the SCADA System. 

If an error occurs at any time during the backup, the BACKUP command file will terminate. 

The backup utility may also be called directly from a command line or submitted to batch with 
three parameters. In batch mode, the tape will be initialized unconditionally. The first two 
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parameters, the backup device and the backup type, are required. The optional third 
parameter is a backup command line such as ‘/ver’ or’/log’. For example: 

@MG:[INSTALL]BACKUP “MKA500" “ALL” “/VER” 

For an interactive session using the verify switch type: 

@MG:[INSTALL]BACKUP “” “” “/VER” 

For more detailed information on the “backup” command refer to the Open Vms System 
Manager: Essentials or VMS System Maintenance manuals. 

30.5 ABORTING A BACKUP 

It is possible to interrupt a database or system backup while it is in progress. However, this 
will render the backup in progress useless. To terminate the backup process, enter a control 
Y. This is accomplished by pressing the CTRL KEY and the letter Y at the same time. 

30.6 RESTORING A DATABASE 

The restoring procedures for USB Flash drive and a tape drive are the same, except for 
identifying the device name 

The database restoration procedure has been automated for you by means of a restore 
command file. 

To restore a database, place the database backup tape into the tape drive and enter the 
following command: 

@MG:[INSTALL]RESTORE 

The command file will display the following prompt: 

Do you want to recover a database? 

If you really want to restore the database, respond “Y” for yes. 

Responding “N” for no, will cause the command file to display the following message and 
exit:Exit. (This command file only recovers databases). 

Before a database may be restored, the previous database must be deleted and the SCADA 
system stopped. The command file gives yo one more chance to change your mind by asking 
the following question: 

Do you want to stop SCADA and delete the existing database? 

If you’re ready to go, respond “Y” for yes. 

WARNING 
Once you answer Y to this question, you will have no SCADA database until the restore is 
completed. If there is a problem with your backup, you will have no database. It is an 
advantageous practice to rotate several recent database backups at any time for safe 
keeping. For example, consistently perform the database backup procedure each Friday 
afternoon using the oldest tape or disk set. Store the next oldest offsite and keep the latest 
handy for updates. In this way, the database will never be more than two or three weeks out 
of date in the event of a recovery from a catastrophic failure. 
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If you respond “N” for no to the previous prompt, the RESTORE command file will display the 
following message and exit: 

Cannot restore without deleting the previous database. 

The command file next prompts for the name of the backup device (i.e., the tape drive): 

Enter the name of the input device. [Default MKA500:] 

Enter the Device name as found in section 30.3. Press the return key in response to the 
name of the device. Your tape drive is the default input device. If you wish to restore from 
another device, however, enter the name of that device. 

The tape will now be mounted and the restore operation initiated. 

If the following question appears: 

Please enter processor id (A or B): 

Enter A or B for the identity of the CPU. 

Upon completion of the restore operation the tape will be dismounted. To restart the SCADA 
System, reboot the computer.  If an error occurs at any time during the restore, the 
RESTORE command file will terminate. 

30.7 ABORTING A RESTORE 

It is possible to interrupt a database restore operation while it is in progress. However, this 
will render the database useless. To terminate the restore process, enter a control Y. This is 
accomplished by pressing the CTRL KEY and the letter Y ate the same time. 

30.8 COMPLETE SYSTEM RECOVERY 

30.8.1 Recovering from a System Backup 

To recover a system backup you must first boot the system from a standalone backup tape. 
See Booting Standalone Backup From Tape (Chapter 12). 

Alpha AXP platform users are required to boot from the CD ROM operating system disk or 
should create a standalone device on the system disk. See Creating a Standalone Backup on 
Disk (Chapter 12). On Open Vms 6.1 systems, select #2 from the menu: Perform DCL 
Operations. 

a) Find CD-ROm labeled BINARYS 

The version of VMS on this CD-ROM must match what is on your current operating system. 

b) Press the Halt button on the Alpha (Usually located in the front of the 
Alpha, on the right side of the Power-On light. This will give you the 
“>>>” prompt. 
c) Type “Show Device” 
d) The device name with RRD preceding it, is the CD-ROM drive 
(Usually DKA400: or DQBO:) 
e) Thpe “Boot (CD-ROM device) i.e. DQBO. Example: Boot DQBO 
f) Select executing DCL command procedures from the menu.  

AXP 2100 Servers require the installation of a driver for the disk drives. As described above, 
boot the standalone system. At the ‘$’ prompt type: 

@[SWXCR_E$KIT]DRCONNECT 
EISA SLOT 7 
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IRQ (default) 11 

Mount the hard drive (usually ‘DRA0:”) and the tape drive (usually MKA500:) as follows: 

MOUNT DRA0:/FOREIGN 
MOUNT MKA500:/FOREIGN 

Once Standalone Backup is up, load the desired system backup tape into the tape drive. At 
the DCL prompt “$”, enter the following command: 

BACKUP/INI/IMAGEmmm:SYSTEM,BCKddd 

Where mmm: is the name of the tape device and ddd: is the name of the disk device. 

The system will take approximately 30 to 45 minutes to load, at which time Standalone 
Backup will ask you if you wish to perform another restore operation. At this time, press the 
halt button and at the >>> prompt, enter B and press return. 

If this is a dual CPU configuration, the system will boot as master. You may, however, wish to 
load a more current database backup. See Restoring A Database for instructions. 

If the TDMS-Plus application or database reside on a separate disk, SCADA will not start and 
synchronize. It may be necessary to restore a SCADA and/or DATABASE backup to 
complete a system recovery. 

30.8.2 Restoring a SCADA Backup 

On multiple hard drive systems where the TDMS-Plus application and/or database reside on 
a disk other than the system disk, a full system recovery may require the restoration of a 
SCADA system backup. The resulting tape from a SCADA backup produces two savesets on 
the tape, SCADA.BCK and DATA.BCK. Once the system recovery is complete, load the tape 
containing the SCADA backup. The command line to restore the saveset is: 

BACKUP /LOG /NEW MMM:SCADA.BCK MG:[*...] 

Where MMM is the tape device where the backup is loaded. Once the restore is complete the 
tape should be lined up to process a database restore as described in section 31.5. 

31 TERMINAL SERVER CONFIGURATION 
This section describes how to configure a single or dual TDMS-Plus master station computer 
with one or more Model 200,300, 700, 90L and 900M terminal servers, Lantronics ETS8 and 
ETS 16 terminal servers, and the two port Latprint terminal server from Digital. Terminal 
servers permit expansion to the computer system by providing additional serial interfaces for 
video terminals, loggers and RTU communication lines using Digital’s Local Area Transport 
(LAT) protocol to provide the network interface. 

Prior to installation, you should review the appropriate Hardware Installation/ Owner’s Guide 
for your server. 

For IP-based terminal servers, refer to the QEI manual IP-2000. 
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31.1 INSTALLATION 

This section describes how to connect various servers to the master station computer. Please 
refer to the product’s Hardware Installation /Owner’s Guide for detailed installation 
information. 

31.1.1 Connection Information 

Each terminal server provides Ethernet cable connections of various types, the most common 
of which are thickwire (AUI) cable and thinwire coax. Thinwire Ethernet cable is similar to that 
used o cable TV (RG58) and has BNC type connectors (twist and lock). Thinwire connections 
require T-connectors and 50 ohm load terminators to be installed when connecting devices. 
The terminal server 90L, for example, is connected to the system by coaxial ethernet cable 
through a T-connector. 

TDMS-Plus system normally employs thinwire connections, therefore, thickwire connections 
require an adapter or transceiver that converts the connection to a thinwire T-connector. 
Some installations that may use a DecHub or similar multi LAN switch may also require 
conversion of twisted pair (10-base-T) connections sometimes using repeaters. Refer to the 
TDMS-Plus system interconnection drawings and the hardware manuals provided by the 
manufacturer for further information. 

NOTE 
DISCONNECTING CABLES FROM THE ARMS OF THE T-CONNECTOR OR REMOVING 
THE TERMINATOR, WILL DISABLE NETWORK OPERATION. PLEASE PROCEED WITH 
CAUTION. 

IN ADDITION, SOME OPERATIONS THAT FOLLOW WILL REQUIRE TAKING THE SCADA 
SYSTEM OFFLINE. PLEASE ADVISE OPERATION PERSONNEL WHILE 

CONFIGURATION WORK IS IN PROGRESS.  

31.1.2 Connecting the terminal server 

1. Unpack the server(s). Note the Ethernet address number located on the outside 
of each server. 

2. If there is more than one server, decide which server will be number one, two 
and so on. Label each server. Do not connect peripheral devices such as CRTs, 
printers, etc. to the ports on the server. 

3. Connect the server to the Ethernet. Refer to the terminal server Hardware 
Installation/Owner’s Guide for details on connections. 

4. Connect the terminal server to a suitable power source. 

 For DECServer 200s, status LEDs D1 and D2 should light. LED D3 
should flash. LED D4 may flicker. In this state, the Server is waiting for 
download of its software. 

 For DECServer 300s, the seven-segment LED will cycle through a series 
of numbers. It will finally stop with the number “3" displayed, indicating it 
is waiting for download of its software. 

 For DECServer 300s, the seven-segment LED will cycle through a series 
of numbers and letters. It will finally stop with the number “4" displayed, 
indicating it is waiting for download of its software. 
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 For DECServer 90Ls, all three status LEDs should be on to indicate the 
self test has passed, the network connection is properly terminated and 
power is on. The 90Ls do not receive a software boot from the host as all 
the software is internal. 

 The Lantronics ETS 8/16 flash-rom version does not require any 
software installation or downloading. After a series of power up tests the 
unit will indicate ready and can by configured. 

 On power up the DECServer 900TM will execute a series of self tests. 
The normal result should activate the LEDs for power, self test,a nd 
network connection. The seven segment display will cycle through as 
follows: ‘4', request a download, ‘3' wait state until next download 
request, ‘2' download in progress, ‘1' self test in progress continuous 
segment cycling indicates download complete and the server is 
operational. The fourth LED indicates network activity. A push-button 
exists to restore factory default settings. Holding this button in during 
power up will reset the server and all of the ports. 

31.2 OPERATING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION PROCEDURE 

31.2.1 DECNet Database Entry for Flask-Rom Servers 

This section provides instructions for creating the correct Decnet database using NCP to 
provide connection to flash-rom servers such as the DECServer 90L and the ETS 8/16. For 
small systems with only one or two servers to configure, this may provide sufficient 
functionality. System Managers of larger systems may elect to implement the DVSConfig 
procedure to provide better record keeping. In either case, the information provided in this 
section can be used for trouble shooting and testing. 

These operations are executed from a programmers’ terminal. Complete login and if 
necessary, start a Decterm application. To enter the NCP utility, at the “$” prompt enter: 

$MCR NCP 

This should return the ‘NCP>’ prompt. The first step is to add the server node to the 
database. Next enter the pertinent data about the characteristics of the server node. Finally, 
ensure the circuit service is enabled. NCP commands ‘SET’ and ‘DEFINE’ are used to enter 
the database. The ‘SET’ command enters data into the current database, while ‘DEFINE’ 
enters it into the permanent database, which is recalled at every startup. This section will use 
the ‘DEFINE’ command for examples. Replacing ‘DEFINE’ with ‘SET’ will effect the changes 
to the system immediately but will not save them. 

To add a node to the database, type: 

NCP>DEFINE NODE LATXX ADDRESS X.XX 

Where LATXX is the node name that has been assigned, for example “LAT1". The address 
X.XX corresponds to the Decnet address assigned, for example, “1.72". (Refer to Tables 32-2 
and 32-3). 

Next enter the hardware address and service circuit id. The hardware address is the ethernet 
address recorded from the label on the server itself. The hardware address requires updating 
when a defective server is replaced. The service circuit can be found from tables 32-1 or 
type: 

NCP> show known circuits 
Known Circuit Volatile Summary as of 20-JAN-199513:17:06 
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CircuitStateLoopbackAdjacent NameRouting Node 
SVA-0on 

For example: 

NCP>def node latxx service circuit sva-0 hardware address 08-00-2b-ff-
ff-ff 

After a reboot or re-issuing these commands with ‘SET”, the node characteristics should look 
as follows: 

NCP>sho node lat1 char 
Node Volatile Characteristics as of 30-JAN-1995 13:12:50 
Remote node = 1.72 (LAT1) 
Service circuit=SVA-0 
Hardware address=08-00-2B-FF-FF-FF 
NCP> 

The final step is to ensure the circuit has service enables. To check this type: 

NCP>sho circ sva-0 char 
Circuit Volatile Characteristics as of 20-JAN-1995 13:24:14 
Circuit = SVA-0 
State= on 
Service=enabled 
Cost=4 
Maximum routers allowed= 33 Router priority =64 
Hello timer=15 
Type=Ethernet 

If the service characteristic is disabled then type: 

NCP>define circuit sva-0 enabled 

For immediate results, first set the state off, enable service, then set the state back on as 
follows: 

NCP>set circ sva-0 state off 
NCP>set circ sva-0 service enabled 
NCP>set circ sva-0 state on 

If all the parameters have been entered using the ‘DEFINE’ command the changes will not 
take affect until the next reboot. 

31.2.2 Using DSVConfig for DECServer 200/300/700 

This configuration procedure enables the master station computer to load the software into 
the server. This procedure applies to DecServer 200's, 300's, and some 700's. If this is not 
done correctly, these servers will not operate. (For 200s LEDs D1 and D2 will be lighted, but 
D3 will not light, or will blink. For 300s, the number indication will remain on “3". For 700s, the 
number indication will remain on “4"). 

It may also be used to create the Decnet database necessary to communicate to an ETS 
8/16 or DECServer 90L. These devices will not request a load and the TDMS-Plus system 
can be configured to not load these servers. This method may provide greater security than 
simply entering the data using NCP as in the previous section. For systems with a large 
number of flash-rom servers, using this procedure can provide an additional backup file of 
terminal server addresses and circuits that can be easily restored in the event of loss of the 
network database. 
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Define the terminal server(s) as follows: 

1. If you are already logged in another account, log out 

2. At the “USER NAME” prompt, type SYSTEM. 

3. .At the “PASSWORD” prompt, type the system password, VOSHAZBUP. 

4. When the “System Manager’s Menu” appears, enter the item listed as 
“CONFIGURE” terminal server”. For DECWindows systems, the menu will not be 
displayed. In this case, start a Decterm from the Session Manager’s Application 
Menu. At the “$” prompt enter: 

@SYS$SYSDEVICE:[SYS0.SYSCOMMON.DECSERVER]DSVCONFIG 

The command procedure will warn you about incorrectly entering node names for 
existing nodes. Read the warning, press RETURN, and the “DECServer 
Configuration Menu” will appear. 

5. Now you configure all servers in the system. If there are redundant servers, enter 
descriptions for all servers, even those not used by this system. This will allow 
access to the servers for either master station computer. 

6. An existing terminal server definition may need to be swapped (modified) due to 
one of the following: 

the terminal server has been replaced  
this is a new system built from standard tapes and it is the terminal 
server called LAT1. 

7. To modify a server’s definition select “3 - Swap an existing server” and answer 
the questions as follows: 

Note:XXX is the name of the server (e.g. LAT1) 
What is the DECnet node name you want to swap[]? 

8. Enter the name of the server to be modified and press return. 

terminal server type[DS200]? 

9. Enter DS200, DS300 or DS700. For 90Ls enter DS300 

DECnet node name for unit? 

10. Enter the name for this server. Refer to Tables 32-2 and 32-3 for node name 
conventions. 

terminal server ETHERNET address of this unit? 

11. Enter the address displayed on the terminal server. 

DECnet Service Circuit-ID [SVA-0]? 
Refer to Table <CIRCUIT ID’S> for circuit Id’s. 

12. After several seconds you will be returned to the terminal server Configuration 
Menu. 

13. To add a new terminal server, select “2-Add a terminal server” from the 
Configuration Menu and answer the following questions: 

terminal server type? 
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14. Enter DS200, DS300 or DS700. For 90Ls enter DS300 

DECnet node name for unit? 

15. Enter the name of the server. Refer to tables 32-2 and 32-3 for node name 
conventions 

DECnet address for unit? 

16. See Tables 32-2 and 32-3 for DECnet addressing conventions 

terminal server ETHERNET address of this unit? 

17. Enter the ethernet address displayed on the terminal server 

DECnet Service Circuit-ID [SVA-0]? <RETURN> 

18. See Table <CIRCUIT ID’S> for the circuit id. 

19. After several seconds, you will be returned to the terminal server Configuration 
Menu. 

20. Repeat this process until all servers are defined. 

21. To load the modifications made in the steps described above, Select “5 - Restor 
the DECServers” for the Configuration Menu.  

22. To exit the Configuration Menu enter CRTL-z at the prompt 

31.2.3 Using DSVConfig for DECServer 900TM/700 

Newer model TDMS-Plus systems, particularly Alpha AX systems, use a newer version of the 
Network Access Software for DECServers. The Dsv$configure utility is slightly different in it’s 
implementation, however the data to enter is the same as are the results. The utility will 
provide a user friendly interface to enter the necessary network data and physical 
characteristics of the server. 

To use the utility at the ‘$’ prompt type: 

$ @sys$common:[decserver]dsv$configure 

At the prompt, type a “?” for help: 

DSV> ? 

The valid commands a the DSV> prompt are: 

ADD- Add a server to the system 
MODIFY- Modify an existing server’s information 
SET- Synonym for MODIFY 
DELETE- Remove a comm. server from the system 
LIST- Display information on one or all server 
SHOW- Synonym for LIST 
CONNECT- Connect to a server viz remote console 
USE- Synonym for CONNECT 
EXIT- Exit this procedure 
DSV> 

The commands “SHOW” or “LIST” will provide a listing of the current servers in the database. 
The “*” is a wildcard that lists all the servers. A particular server name may be specified to 
reduce the output. 
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DSV> show 
_Server Name: * 
Server:LAT1Circuit:EWA-0 
Address:08-00-2B-A4-55-18Maint. password:     0000000000000000 
Type:(DS700 or DS900TM)DECnet Address:1.72 
Dump File:MOM$LOAD:DS7LAT1.DMP 
Image File:MOM$LOAD:WWENG2.SYS 
Server:LAT2Circuit:EWA-0 
Address:08-00-2B-A4-39-A2Maint. Password:     0000000000000000 
Type:(DS700 or DS900TM)DECnet Address:1.73 
Dump File:MOM$LOAD:DS7LAT2.DMP 
Image File:MOM$LOAD:WWENG2.SYS 

Add new servers or modify existing ones as required. Provide answers to the prompts as 
described in the previous section. The data to be supplied is the same as in the previous 
section. In response to the utility’s prompts, provide a name for the server (LATXX), a 
DECNet address (1.72), the ethernet address in the form 08-00-2b-FF-FF-FF and the service 
circuit (SVA-0). The configure utility will provide the proper load and dump files and 
automatically update the Decnet database. No restore operation is necessary as with the 
older utility. 

The “CONNECT” or “USE” command will provide access to the server itself for configuration 
purposes as a convenience. You may either exit now and configure from NCP or use the 
commands to complete the configuration. 

Once the procedure is completed, proceed to the section on configuring the server to 
complete server replacement or installation. 

Table 32-1 Circuit Id’s 
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Table 32-2 Non-Redundant Servers 
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Table 32-3 Non-Redundant Servers 
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31.3 TDMS-Plus SERVER CONFIGURATION PROCEDURE 

31.3.1 ALPHA CPU loading DEC 300 Server 

When upgrading a VAX CPU platform using DEC 300 servers to an Alpha CPU, the DEC 300 
servers must be reloaded and reconfigured. The following steps should be followed. 

On the VAX CPU, review the Manager Menu to see what load files are 
being used (XXX.SYS)-=Load File. 

Copy the VAX load files to the Alpha CPU using the same directory, name and file names. At 
the DEC Term Prompt type "MCR NCP". 

When you receive the NCP prompt type "(XXX.SYS)". 

Example: Set Node Lat2 load file 

DKAO:[VMS$COMMON.DECSERVER]SH1601 ENG.SYS 

Retype the line using the "DEF" command inset of the set command. 

31.3.2 TDMS-Plus Configuration Parameters 

The TDMS-Plus software may be configured to use terminal servers by suitable editing the 
CONFIG.A and CONFIG.B configuration files. These configuration files define the following 
terminal server information: 

 Redundant Servers 

 Number of Servers 

 Number of Redundant Servers (optional) 

 Port Speeds 

 Server load information 

 Number of ports/server 

To implement redundant servers set the symbol 

REDUNDANT_SERVERS:==YES 
Set the total number of servers to configure on a single system. For example, two physical 
servers in a redundant system means SCADA should configure 1 server for each. The 
following example indicates that there are 8 physical servers; four assigned to one computer 
and four assigned to the other. 

SERVERS==4 
The number of redundant servers is only necessary if there are a mixture of redundant and 
non-redundant servers. Using the previous example, if the system requires 3 redundant 
servers and one non redundant for a total of seven, configure rservers as follows: 

RSERVERS==3 
Set the port speed for various devices as required. Most terminal servers support speeds 
from 300 to 38400 baud. (The DECServer 90L minimum baud rate is 1200). 

A symbol can be defined to provide loading of terminal servers on a server by server basis. 
Suppose the above example used 3 DECServer 90L's as redundant servers and a 
DECServer 900TM as the fourth non-redundant server. To prevent SCADA from attempting 
to load the 90's but attempt to load the 900, set the following symbol: 
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DSLOAD:==NNNY 
Finally, SCADA uses another symbol to determine how many ports are to be created for each 
server. Since the three 90's have only eight ports and the 900 has 32, set the symbol as 
follows. 

DSPORTS:=="8,8,8,32" 

31.3.3 Port Names 

Terminal servers ports are defined via names beginning with the prefix "LTA" and ending with 
numbers that indicate the server and port. See Table 32-2 for non-redundant server port 
names, and Table 32-3 for redundant server port names. If the server information from the 
above section is properly defined, the correct number of ports should be created at startup. 
Ports for the first server, named LAT1A(B) will be LTA11 through LTA18. The second server, 
LAT2A(B), will be LTA21 through LTA28, etc. 

31.4 TERMINAL SERVER CONFIGURATION PROCEDURE 

31.4.1 Connecting to the terminal server 

The server itself can be configured by connecting to the server via the Ethernet network. 
Once the terminal server's software has been loaded, log into either of the master station 
computers and enter: 

$ MCR NCP 

You should receive an "NCP>" prompt. 

To connect to the first server, enter: 

CONNECT NODE LAT1 
or 
CONNECT NODE LAT1A 

In case of failure, try 

CONNECT NODE LAT1 VIA SVA-0 PHY ADDR 08-00-2B-XX-XX-XX 

If using the latest DSV$Configure utility, you may access the server directly from the utility 
using either the "CONNECT" or "USE" command. 

If the connection succeeds, you should see the following message: 

Console connected (press CTRL-D when finished) 

When this message appears, press RETURN. Most servers will respond with a bell and 
output a "#" prompt. The DECServer 90L, however, will immediately respond with the 
LOCAL> prompt. The DECServer 90L requires security as well as communication 
configuration. Follow the instructions in the installation manual and in Section 32.4.3 on 
enabling authorized and manager mode with the set command.  

Enter the remote access password ("ACCESS") and press RETURN (the access password 
will not be echoed on the screen). The server will ask for your user name, enter SCADA. You 
will then be logged into the network port. (If you enter the password incorrectly three times, 
the server will not ask again. You must disconnect using CTRL-D to return to the master 
computer.) 
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Proceed as described in the next two sections. When you are done, press CTRL-D to return 
to NCP and press CTRL-Z to exit NCP. 

The server can also be configured from a terminal connected to it via port 1. You would 
usually use a VT320 or VT220 series terminal for this, but you may also use terminal 
emulation from a master station computer. 

To use terminal emulation, connect a null modem cable to the serial port (marked with two 
arrows) on the back of the master station computer to port one on the server. Log into the 
master station computer and issue the following commands: 

ALLOCATE TTA2: 
SET TERM TTA2:/TYPEAHEAD/SPEED=9600 
SET HOST/DTE TTA2: 
REM-I-TOEXIT, Connection established type CONTROL/to exit 

For a standalone video terminal, connect a terminal (VT20909 or similar) to port 1 on the 
server. Ensure that the terminal is set to 9600 baud, 8 data bits, no parity. 

Once you are connected strike <RETURN> twice slowly (about one second between keys). 
The server will ask for a user name, enter SCADA. You are now logged into the terminal 
server and may view the port and server configurations as required. 

31.4.2 Configuring the Server Ports 

Once you are connected to the server, for mist servers execute the following steps to 
configure the server: 

Enter privileged mode by typing: 

SET PRIV<RETURN> 

For DECServer 90L installations enable the manager mode: 

SET<RETURN> 
M<RETURN> 
ENABLE<RETURN> 

When the server asks for a password, enter: 

SYSTEM<RETURN> 

NOTE: The password will not be echoed on the screen. 

Configure each port as follows: 

For terminal server 200s and 300s use the DEFINE command to configure each port `n' as 
follows: 

For loggers, communication lines and AYDIN screens: 

DEFINE PORT n ACCESS REMOTE ALT SPEED NONE 
DEFINE PORT n BREAK DIS AUTOBAUD DIS 
DEFINE PORT n BROAD DIS QUEUING DIS SPEED m 

Where m is the port speed. 

For loggers: 

DEFINE PORT n FLOW ENA 
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For communications line and AYDIN screens: 

DEFINE PORT n FLOW DIS 

For modems: 

DEFINE PORT n AUTOBAUD ENA AUTOPR ENA BROAD ENA 
DEFINE PORT n FLOW ENA LOSS ENA MESS ENA 
DEFINE PORT n ACCESS LOCAL BREAK LOCAL 

For terminal server 700s, use the DEFINE command to configure each port `n' as follows: 

For loggers, communication lines and AYDIN screens: 

DEFINE PORT n AUTOPROMPT DIS BREAK DIS BROAD DIS 
DEFINE PORT n LOSS DIS MESS DIS AUTOBAUD DIS 
DEFINE PORT n REMOTE MODIFICATION ENA VER DIS 
DEFINE PORT n FAIL DIS LOCK IS PASSWORD DIS 
DEFINE PORT n ACCESS REMOTE SPEED m 

Where m is the port speed 

For loggers: 

DEFINE PORT n FLOW ENA 

For communication lines and AYDIN screens: 

DEFINE PORT n FLOW DIS 

For modems: 

DEFINE PORT n AUTOBAUD ENA AUTOPR ENA BROAD ENA 
DEFINE PORT n DIALUP ENA DSRLOGOUT ENA FAIL ENA 
DEFINE PORT n FLOW ENA LOCK ENA LOSS ENA MESS ENA 
DEFINE PORT n PASS ENA REMOTE MODIFICATION ENA 
DEFINE PORT n ACCESS LOCAL BREAK LOCAL 

For DS90Ls, use the SET command to configure each port `n' as follows: 

For screens and communication lines, type: 

SET n,PORT_n,x,D,D,P,R,E,N 

For loggers, type: 

SET n,PORT_n,x,E,E,P,R,E,N 

Where in both cases: 

n is the port number (1-8) 
x is the baud rate code as follows: 
1 if 38400 
2 if 19200 
3 if 9600 
4 if 4800 
5 if 2400 
6 if 1200 

Following is a sample of the DECServer 90 set menu: 

LOCAL>set 
|1PORT_1 
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|2PORT_2 
|3PORT_3 
|4PORT_4 
|5PORT_5 
|6PORT_6 
|7PORT_7 
|8PORT_8 
|AUTH Authorized 
|AUTO AutoConfigure 
|D Dedicated Service 
|M Manager 
|O On-Demand Loading 
|PA Password 
|PO Port 
|PR Preferred Service 
|S Server 
| 

Each port can be set from a menu format. PORT_X is always the name. Select the proper 
port speed. Disable input and output flow control unless the port is to be used for a logger. 
Select PRINTER type to allow outgoing connections (remote access), and select TERM for 
incoming (Local). Disable remote modify and test and set local break. 

For DECServer 900TM servers use the setup for DECServer 700. Following is an example of 
a port configured as a logger. 

Local>Port 1: Server: LAT2 
Character Size:8Input Speed:9600 
Flow Control:XONOutput Speed:9600 
Parity:NoneSignal Control:Disabled 
Stop Bits:DynamicSignal Select:    CTS-DSR-RTS-DTR 
Access:RemoteLocal Switch:None 
Backwards Switch:NoneName:PORT_1 
Break:LocalSession Limit:4 
Forwards Switch:NoneType:Ansi 
Default Protocol:LATDefault Menu:None 
Preferred Service:None 

Authorized Groups: 0 (Current) Groups: 0 Enabled Characteristics: Autobaud, Autoprompt, 
Broadcast, Failover, Input Flow Control, Lock, Loss Notification, Message Codes, Output 
Flow Control, Verification 

NOTE 
Port 8 should always be set to remote, regardless of whether or not it is in use. In addition, 

port 8 should not be used as a logger port. 

31.4.3 Configuring the Server 

For terminal server 200s, 300s, 700s, and 900s, enter: 

DEFINE SERVER NAME LATx 

Where LATx is the name of the server (LAT1 for example). Update the server when replacing 
a defective server. 

If the server will have AYDIN terminals connected to it, enter: 

DEFINE SERVER CIRCUIT TIMER 30 
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Now cause the server to reboot with its new settings by entering: 

INITIALIZE 

For DS90Ls, enter: 

SET S, LATx, Z 

Where LATx is the name of the server (LAT1 for example). The Set menu can also provide 
access to server parameters. 

At this point, the server should become available for use by the TDMS-Plus system. 

Disconnect the VT320 or VT200 series terminal, or if using terminal emulation, type control 
back slash to return to the master station computer and disconnect the cable. If connected 
via the network,, type LO to logout and then CONTROL-D to exit to NCP. 

Reboot the master station computer. 

After the master station computer has been rebooted, connect the TDMS-Plus devices, 
terminals, printers, etc., to the proper ports on the terminal server. 

DECServer 90L,s require configuration to enable the security parameters. To enable the 
"AUTHORIZED" mode at the prompt type: 

LOCAL>SET 

Select AUTH from the menu, enable the mode and enter the password. (TDMS-Plus systems 
ship with this password set to `SYSTEM'). The server will ask to power down within one 
minuet to execute the security parameters. If you are not physically located at the server and 
are enable to power down, authorized mode will not be enabled or disabled. This prevents 
remote modification by unauthorized users. 

Once authorized mode is enabled to gain security access, call up the set menu and select 
MA for the manager mode. Select enable and enter the password as requested. 

Following is an example of a 900M server that has been properly configured: 

Net work Access SW V1.4 for DS900TM BL91-32 ROM V5.1-0 Uptime: 0 10:36:14 
Address: 08-00-2B-A4-39-A2 Name: LAT2Number: 0 
Identification: 
Circuit Timer: 80Password Limit:3 
Console Port: 1Prompt:Local> 
Inactivity Timer: 30Queue Limit:100 
Keepalive Timer: 20Retransmit Limit:8 
Multicast Timer: 30Session Limit:64 
Node Limit: 200Software:WWENG2 
Service Groups: 0Enabled Characteristics:Announcements,Broadcast, Dump, Lock 

32 EMU RESOURCE EDITING 
The Motif AYDIN emulator uses X-Windows Resource files to control some aspects of its 
configuration.  The emulator loads the resource files in the following sequence: 

 The file MG:[CONFIG]EMU.DAT is opened (if it exists). All data from the file 
is loaded. 
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 The file DECW$USED_DEFAULTS:EMUn.DAT is opened. The “n” is the 
screen number. 

For example, screen 1 uses DEC$USER_DEFAULTS:EMU1.DAT. The logical name 
DECW$USER_DEFAULTS translates SYS$LOGIN on most systems. SYS$LOGIN is the 
login directory. For the SCADA account, the login directory is MG:[SCADA] by default. 

Different users may have different resource files. For example, the behavior of user SCADA’s 
screen 6 depends on MG:[SCADA]EMU6.DAT, while user OP depends on 
MG:[OP]EMU6.DAT. 

The contents of the two files are merged, with the cop in “SYS$LOGIN” taking precedence. 

The MG:[CONFIG]EMU.DAT file is intended for system-wide configurations (such as font 
menus). The EMUn.DAT file is intended for window-specific configurations, including window 
location on the screen. 

To make configuration changes: 

1. Edit the configuration file(s) 

2. Stop the screen by choosing the FILE=>EXIT command from the SCREEN menu 
bar. 

3. Restart the screen by choosing APPLICATION =>SCREEN nn from the Session 
Manager menu. 

The resource file is automatically written by the emulator when the user selects the Save 
configuration command. The file is always written back the SYS$LOGIN:EMUn.DAT. 

32.1 RESOURCE FILE CONTENTS 

Commands in the file have the following attributes: 

 Lines that begin with a “#” or a “!” are comments and are ignored.  The 
comment must begin in column 1, the first column. 

 Blank lines are ignored. 

 All keywords start with the letters “emu.” 

 Sections of commands can be wildcarded with and “*”. 

 All keywords end with a colon “:”. 

 The command definition starts on the first non-white space character after 
the colon. 

 Some definitions can contain only digits. 

32.2 CONFIGURATION FILE COMMANDS 

NOTE 
Several of the following resources control or make reference to “Zoom Mode”. This mode is 
not currently implemented. A future release of the emulator may use these resources. 
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32.2.1 In Use flag (obsolete) 

This resource was used in older versions of the emulator to indicate whether the resource file 
or the defaults stored in the SCADA database should be used. A value of 1 told EMUSRV to 
use the resource file contents. 

This flag is not ignored. The resource file is always used: 

Example: emu.inuse:1 

32.2.2 Iconized flag (future)  

This flag is currently unused. It is intended to control the startup state of the window. A value 
of 1 means that the window will start up the iconized state. 

Example: emu.iconized: 1 

32.2.3 Zoom state flag (future) 

This flag is currently unused. It is intended to control the zoom state of the window. A value of 
1 means that the window will start up in the zoomed-in state. 

Example: emu.zoomed:0 

32.2.4 Normal size X location 

This integer encodes the default X location of the normal size window. The X-windows 
coordinate system has its origin at the upper left corner of the screen. 

Example: emu.normal.x: 100 

32.2.5 Normal size Y location 

This integer encodes the default Y location of the normal size window. The X-windows 
coordinate system has its origin at the upper left corner of the screen. 

Example: emu.normal.y:  150 

32.2.6 Normal size height 

This integer encodes the default height of the normal size window. 

Example: emu.normal.height: 500 

32.2.7 Normal size width 

This integer encodes the default width of the normal size window. 

Example: emu.normal.width: 480 

32.2.8 Normal size font 

This integer encodes the number of the font for the normal sized window. (See “Font names” 
Page 33-5.) 

Example: emu.normal.font: 3 

In this example the normal size window will be drawn with font number 3. 

32.2.9 Zoomed size X location (future) 

This integer encodes the default X location of the zoomed size window. The X-windows 
coordinate system has its origin at the upper left corner of the screen. 
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Example: emu.zoomed.x: 100 

32.2.10 Zoomed size Y location (future) 

This integer encodes the default Y location of the zoomed size window. The X-windows 
coordinate system has its origin at the upper left corner of the screen. 

Example: emu.zoomed.y: 150 

32.2.11 Zoomed size height (future) 

This integer encodes the default height of the zoomed size window. 

Example: emu.zoomed.height: 500 

32.2.12 Zoomed size width (future) 

This integer encodes the default width of the zoomed size window. 

Example: emu.zoomed.width: 500 

32.2.13 Zoomed size font (future) 

This integer encodes the number of the font for the zoomed window. (See “33.2.18 Font 
names”, Page 33-5) 

Example: emu.zoomed.font: 4 

In this example the zoomed size window will be drawn with font number 4. 

32.2.14 Warning box position 

This string encodes the position for the warning pop-up dialog box.  Legal values are: 

CC = center 
TL = Top Left 
TR = Top Right 
 
Example: emu.warning.position: TL 

32.2.15 Warning box timer 

This string defines the timer for the warning message pop-up dialog box. When the timer 
expires, the dialog box automatically disappears. The timer is defined in seconds. 

Example: emu.warning.timer: 2 

32.2.16 Fault box position 

This string encodes the position for the fault pop-up dialog box. Legal values are: 

CC = center 
TL = Top Left 
TR = Top Right 
 
Example: emu.fault.position: TR 

32.2.17 Fault box timer 

This string defines the timer for the fault message pop-up dialog box. When the timer expires, 
the dialog box disappears. The timer is defined in seconds. 

Example: emu.fault.timer: 2 
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32.2.18 Disable fonts flags 

The fonts menu holds up to seven fonts. If not all seven fonts are desired, some may be 
disabled (removed from the list). 

There are seven resources that control the visibility of the font menu entries. Each one 
consists of the following string: 

emu.foont.diabled.n 

Where n is the number of the font menu entry.  Example: 

emu.font.disable.1: 1 
emu.font.disable.2: 0 

In this example, font 1 is disabled (will not appear in the menu system). Font 2 is explicitly 
enabled. Fonts 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are enabled by default. 

32.2.19 Font names 

The X-window system font names for the seven fonts can be defined with these resources. If 
the font name is not specified as a resource, the emulator will use internally coded defaults. 

The resource definition is as follows: 

emu.font.n: name 

Where ‘n’ is the font entry number (1 to 7) and ‘name’ is the X-windows font name. Any valid 
X monospaced font may be used. 

Do not use proportional fonts. Using proportional fonts may result in a corrupted and 
unusable display. 

NOTE 
Only the SCADA fonts provided by QEI support the text cursor and special graphics 

characters required by some displays. 

Examples: 

emu.font.7:-ADOBE-COURIER-MEDIUM-R-NORMAL--8-* 
emu.font.1:-QUINDAR-SCADA-MEDIUM-R-NORMAL--*-190.-*-*-*-* 

The first example sets font entry 7 to use courier fonts, 8 pixels high.  
The second example uses SCADA font 19.0 points high for font entry number 1. 

NOTE 
Use these resources with caution. Illegal resources may cause the emulator to fail . Poor 

choices will make the user interface confusing or unusable. 

32.2.20 Font menu entry labels 

The font menu entry labels for the seven fonts can be defined with these resources. If the font 
label is not specified as a resource, the emulator will use internally coded defaults. 

The resource definition is as follows: 

emu.fontlabel.n: name 
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Where ‘n’ is the font entry number (1 to 7) and ‘name’ is the name for the font to appear in the 
fonts menu. 

Use short font menu entry names. Very long strings will cause the menu to behave badly. 

Examples: 

emu.fontlabel.7: Courier 8 
emu.font.1: 19 Point 

The first example sets font entry 7 to use “Courier 8" as the font label. 
The second example uses “19 Point” as the label for font entry number 1. 

32.2.21 Emulation color names 

These strings specify the X-window color names for the 16 foreground colors used by the 
emulator. 

emu.color.n 

Where ‘n’ is the color number. 

There are 16 colors numbered from 0 to 15. The first 8 colors are the standard AYDIN color 
set. They default to: 

 0 -Orange 
 1 -Red 
 2 -Green 
 3 -Yellow 
 4 -Blue 
 5 -Magenta 
 6 -Cyan 
 7 -White 

The second are the low intensity colors. They default to: 

 8 -Firebrick 
 9 -Indian Red 
 10 -Aquamarine 
 11 -GoldenRod 
 12 -NavyBlue 
 13 -VioletRed 
 14 -SkyBlue 
 15 -Wheat 

Color names may be found by using the Color Mixer widget in Browser mode, You may 
access the color mixer widget from the Session Manager Window Colors 

The selected color names appear in the SCADA window’s Edit Tools Menu. 

Example: emu.color.1: Wheat 

This example sets color 7 (normally white) to Wheat as defined in the X-Windows system. 

NOTE 
Use these resources with caution. Illegal resources may cause the emulator to fail. Poor 

choices will make the user interface confusing or unusable. 
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33 PRTSPL FONTS 
This chapter describes how to define special fonts (character sets) for printing page reports 
and print screens for systems with custom fonts in QWindows or Aydin/DG displays. 

The font files for printing are used by the PRTSPL program. The names and location of the 
font files are specified by a set of logical names. 

PRTSPL loads the font files when it starts up. If the specified font files are not found, or if the 
logical names that define them are not defined, then PRTSPL uses a set of default fonts that 
represent the standard character set. 

33.1 LOGICAL NAMES 

The logical names that specify the font files may be defined by adding statements to 
MG:[CONFIG]OPTTSK.COM similar to: 

$DEFINE/GRSCA_PRTSPL_STD_SMALL _ 
MG:[SCADA]STANDARD_SMALL.PRTHEX 

The complete set of logical names that specify the font files and their corresponding 
character sets are: 

SCA_PRTSPL_STD_SMALL- Standard small character set 
SCA_PRTSPL_STD_LARGE- Standard large character set 
SCA_PRTSPL_STD_PARAPLOT- Standard large paraplot character set 
SCA_PRTSPL_ALT1_SMALL- Alternate 1 small character set  
SCA_PRTSPL_ALT1_LARGE- Alternate 1 large character set 

33.2 CHARACTER SETS 

33.2.1 Standard Small Character Set 

The standard small character set describes those characters that are to be printed when the 
large attribute is not set (cleared). The logical name SCA_PRTSPL_STD_SMALL specifies 
the font file that describes the standard small character set. If this logical name is not found, 
PRTSPL uses its own default standard small character set. 

33.2.2 Standard Large Character Set 

The standard large character set describes those characters that are to be printed when the 
large attribute is set. The logical name SCA_PRTSPL_STD_LARGE specifies the font file 
that describes the standard large character set. If this logical name is not found, PRTSPL 
uses the standard small character set and expands each character. If this logical name is 
found, then the corresponding font file must also contain the standard large paraplot 
character set. 

33.2.3 Standard Large Paraplot Character Set 

The standard large paraplot character set describes those characters that are to be printed 
when the large attribute is set and the character value is greater then 240 octal. The logical 
name SCA_PRTSPL_STD_PARAPLOT specifies the font file that describes the standard 
large paraplot character set. If this logical name is not found, PRTSPL uses the default 
standard large paraplot character set. If the standard large character set has been specified, 
it will override the paraplot characters. Therefore the paraplot characters must be described 
in the standard large character set. 
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33.2.4 Alternate 1 Small Character Set 

This character set applies only if special hardware is supplied to select alternate character 
sets (via Aydin LSSR codes). The alternate 1 small character set describes those characters 
that are to be printed when the large attribute is not set (cleared) and the alternate character 
set attribute is set. The logical name SCA_PRTSPL_ALT1_SMALL specifies the font file that 
describes the alternate 1 small character set. If this logical name is not found, PRTSPL uses 
the standard small character set. 

33.2.5 Alternate 2 Large Character Set 

This character set applies only if special hardware is supplied to select alternate character 
sets (via Aydin LSSR codes). The alternate 1 large character set describes those characters 
that are to be printed when the large attribute is set. The logical name 
SCA_PRTSPL_ALT1_LARGE specifies the font file that describes the alternate 1 large 
character set. If this logical name is not found, PRTSPL uses the standard large character 
set. 

33.3 FONT FILES 

A font is an ASCII text file that describes each character in a character set. Font files contain 
comments, character descriptions and font specifies. Any line in a font file that begins with a 
semi-colon (;) is considered to be a comment, and the entire line is ignored. Font files are 
edited via a standard text editor. 

33.3.1 Character Descriptions 

Character descriptions describe the character’s appearance when printed. The first line of a 
character description indicates in decimal, the character’s value, width and height. The 
following height describes the actual character itself. Each description line begins and ends 
with a double quote (“). The valid characters between the double quotes are space and 
asterisk (*). The space indicates which pixels are off and the asterisk specifies which pixels 
are on. All pixels must be represented for the character. Below is an example of a character 
description. 

Example of the character description for the character ‘&’: 

; ----> & 
” *  “  
“ * *  “  
“ ** * ” 
“ * *  “ 
“ ***  “ 

Not all the character codes for a character set need to be specified. However, any skipped 
character codes will result in a blank being printed when that character is requested. All 
characters described in one font file must be of the same width and height 

33.3.2 Font Specifies 

Font specifies describe characteristics of the entire font file. The format of a font specifier is 
‘% keyword [p1 p2...]’. Font specifies, if required, must appear at the top of the font file. Only 
one font specifier is allowed per line. 
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33.3.3 Character Base Font Specifier 

The character base font specifier is optional. It specifies the start character code for the 
character set. If the character base font set is not specified, the default start character code is 
32 decimal. The character base font specifier is indicated by ‘% CHAR_BASE n’, where ‘n’ is 
the first printable character. 

33.3.4 Character Top Font Specifier 

The character top font specifier is optional. It specifies the last character code for the 
character set. If the character top font specifier is not indicated, the default last character 
code is 255 decimal. The character top font is indicated by ‘% CHAR_TOP n’, where ‘n’ is the 
last printable character. 

33.3.5 Font Type Font Specifier 

The font type font specifier is optional. It specifies if the font file is in split or nosplit mode. If 
the font type font specifier is not specified, the default font type mode is nosplit. The font type 
specifier is indicated by ‘% FONT_TYPE [NO]SPLIT”. 

The “nosplit” font type is the default mode and results in a single width printable character. 

The “split” font type specifies that one printable character in comprised of two adjacent 
character codes. This facilitates the editing of double width characters. Character codes in a 
font file with split font type must skip every other character code. The width must be specified 
as the total width of the two character codes. 

Example: Characters 160 and 161 fora font file in split mode. 

& FONT_TYPE SPLIT 

; 
; ----> Graphic symbol for car 
;160 14 7 
  “   *****“ 
  “  *   *“ 
  “ ****   ***“ 
  “* **   ** *“ 
  “** ****** **“ 
  “ **   **“ 

33.4 COMPILING FONTS 

Before PRTSPL can use the ASCII font files they must be complied and put into a binary 
format. 

The syntax of the command line is ‘PFB input_filename outfut_filename’, where 
‘imput_filname’ is the name of the ASCII font file and ‘output_filename’ is the resulting binary 
file name. The ‘output_filename’ is optional. If not specified, the ‘input_filename’ will be used 
with the extension ‘.PRTHEX’. The ‘ouput_filname’ is the equivalence string used in defining 
the font logical names. 

Font files need only be compiled when they are modified. 

Example: 
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The following set of commands produces the binary file STANDARD_SMALL.PRTHEX from 
the font file STANDARD_SMALL.FONT, and then defines the appropriate logical name to 
point to the binary file. 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 
$ PRB MG:[IMAGE]STANDARD_SMALL FONT 
$DEFINE/GROUP SCA_PRTSPL_STD_SMALL - 
 MG:[IMAGE]STANDARD_SMALL.PRTHEX 

34 WORLDVIEW RESOURCE EDITING 

34.1 INTRODUCTION 

Some characteristics of the world map viewer can be modified by adding resources to a text 
file that is read by the world map viewer at startup. These resources have a format defined by 
the X Window system. 

Each resource is defined to have a specific resource name and a less specific class name. 
The resource name is used to apply a value to one specific resource. The class name is used 
to apply a value to a group of resources of a particular class. The resource name is entered 
using initial lower case letters and the class name is entered with initial capitals.  

For example: 

wmap.port1.width: 300 - Declares port 1 to have a width of 300 pixels 
wmap.port2.width: 200 - Declares port 2 to have a width of 200 pixels 

The previous example shows how to use the resource name to apply a width in pixels to 
specific view port. Alternatively, if the same width is required for all view ports, the following 
class name specification may be used. 

Wmap.Port.Width ; 300 - Declare all view ports to have a width of300 
pixels 

The specification for this particular resource would be as follows, where # is the number of 
the view port: 

Name - wmap.port#.width 
Class -  Wmap.Port.Width 

As each view port is opened on startup, the world map session will use resources in the 
resource file for resources for each port. If a specific resource exists for the view port, it will 
be used. If no specific resource exists, but a class resource does exist, the class resource will 
be used. If no specific or class resource exists, then the program will apply its own internal 
defaults. 

When view ports are created by operator commands, only class (or internal default) 
resources are used. 

Resources are added to a text file names WMAP.DAT. This resource file must b located in 
the directory path described by the VMS logical WMP$SYSTEM_DEFAULTS or 
WMP$USER_DEFAULTS. The world map viewer will attempt to read in a WMAP.DAT file 
from the logical WMP$SYSTEM_DEFAULTS first, then it will attempt to read in a WMAP.DAT 
file from the logical WMP$USER_DEFAULTS. If a WMAP.DAT file is located in both 
WMP$SYSTEM_DEFAULTS and WMP$USER_DEFAULTS, the 
WMP$USER_DEFAULTS:WMAP.DAT file will be merge on top of the 
WMP$SYSTEM_DEFAULTS:WMAP.DAT file. In this case, the resources in the 
WMP$USER_DEFAULTS:WMAP.DAT file will take precedence over the resources contained 
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in the WMAP$SYSTEM_DEFAULTS:WMAP.DAT file. This scenario would occur on systems 
where individual users require overrides to some or all of the resources defined in the system 
resource file. A typical definition for the resource file logicals is as follows: 

$define/group WMP$SYSTEM_DEFAULTS 
MG:[WMAP.DEFAULTS],DECW$SYSTEM_DEFAULTS 
$define/group WMP$USER_DEFAULTS DECW$USER_DEFAULTS 

34.2 RESOURCES AND CLASSES 

The following is a lost of the current resources defined for he world map viewer.  

34.2.1 Initial world view port count 

This resource is used to tell the world map viewer session the number of world map viewer 
ports to start when the Worldview session is initially run. 

For example, if the port count is 5, than the World Map Manager will start 5 mar view ports. 

Name - wmap.portCount 
Class - Wmap.Port.Count 

34.2.2 Initial view port iconified 

This resource can be used to specify that a particular initial view start as an icon. This is valid 
for when the world map viewer process is initially run only. See the Initial world view port 
count resource. 

Name - wmap.port#.iconified 
Class - Wmap.Port.Iconified 
Value: TRUE - Initially iconified, FALSE - Initially not iconified (Default) 

The class name may be used to specify default values for all opened view ports, even view 
ports opened after the world map session has initially started (that is, opening a view port 
from the session manager file dialog box). See sample file. 

34.2.3 Initial view port map and view 

The following resource can be used to specify the initial map and initial view when a world 
map viewer process is started for a specific port. It should ben noted that the initial map must 
be specified in order for the initial view to be invoked. However, if an initial map is specified 
with no initial view, the map will be displayed with the default view. The view name supplied 
with the initial view resource is case sensitive and can contain spaces. 

The view name must be inserted in the resource file with the exact case and spacing as 
defined in the world map. 

World map names themselves are not case sensitive on VMS workstations. 

Name - wmap.port#.initial Map 
Class - Wmap.Port.Initial Map 
Name - wmap.port#.initialView 
Class-Wmap.Port.Initial View 

The class name may be used to specify default values for all opened view ports, even view 
ports opened after the world map session has been initially started (that is, opening a view 
port from the session manager file dialog box). See sample file. 
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34.2.4 Initial screen (Multi-headed systems only) 

The following resource can be supplied for systems with more than one display screen to 
send a world map view port to a specific screen. The screen number start from zero.  

Name - wmap.port#.screen 
Class - Wmap.Port.Screen 
Value - 0 to 3 for systems with 4 screens (0 is default)  

34.2.5 Initial view port position 

Several resources have been defined to position a Worldview port on the screen when it is 
initially created. The user can specify the absolute X,Y coordinates or specify a special code 
which will automatically position a view port on the screen 

The following resources are used to specify the absolute X,Y coordinates in pixel 

Name - wmap.port#.x 
Class - Wmap.Port.X 
Name - wmap.port#.y 
Class- Wmap.Port.Y 

The following resources may be used to position a view port at pre-defined locations on the 
screen. 

!Name - wmap.port#.sizeMode 
!Class - Wmap.Port.SizeMode 
!Value: 
NORMAL - X Windows default position or view port position if one 
exists. (Default) 
CENTER- Position view port in the center of the screen using the with 
respect to width and height resources and the size of the screen 
FULL- Maximize the view port to cover the entire size of the screen. 
H1 - Top half of the screen. 
H2 - Bottom half of the screen. 
H3 - Left half of the screen. 
H4- Right half of the screen. 
Q1- Top left quadrant of the screen 
Q2 - Top right quadrant of the screen 
Q3 - Bottom left quadrant of the screen 
Q4 - Bottom right quadrant of the screen 
N1- Row 1 column 1 (of a 3x3 array) 
N2 - Row 1 column 2 
N3 - Row 1 column 3 
N4 - Row 2 column 1 
N5 - Row 2 column 2 
N6 - Row 2 column 3 
N7 - Row 3 column 1 
N8 - Row 3 column 2 
N9 - Row 3 column 3 
S1 - Row 1 column 1 (of a 4x4 array) 
S2 - Row 1 column 2 
S3 - Row 1 column 3 
S4 - Row 1 column 4 
S5 - Row 2 column 1  
S6 - Row 2 column 2  
S7 - Row 2 column 3 
S8 - Row 2 column 4 
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S9 - Row 3 column 1 
S10 - Row 3 column 2  
S11 - Row 3 column 3  
S12 - Row 3 column 4  
S13 - Row 4 column 1  
S14 - Row 4 column 2  
S15 - Row 4 column 3  
S16 - Row 4 column 4  

The class name may be used to specify default values for all opened view ports, even view 
ports opened after the world map session has been initially started (that is, opening a view 
port from the session manager file dialog box.) See sample file.  

34.2.6 Initial view port height and width 

This resource can be used to specify the width and height of a Worldview port. 

Name - wmap.port#.height 
Class - Wmap.Port.Height 
Name - wmap.port#.width 
Class - Wmap.Port.Width 

The class name may be used to specify default values for all opened view ports, even view 
ports opened after the world map session has been initially started (that is, opening a view 
port from the session manager file dialog box). See sample file. 

34.2.7 Initial view port resizeable 

This resource may be used to specify that a view port is not resizeable. 

!Name - wmap.port#.resizeable 
!Class - Wmap.Port.Resizeable 
!Value: 
TRUE - View port resizeable (Default)  
FALSE - View port not resizeable 

The class name may be used to specify default values for all opened view ports, even view 
ports opened after the world map session has been initially started (that is, opening a view 
port from the session manager file dialog box). See sample file. 

34.2.8 View port type 

This resource may be used to specify that a vie port have one of the special port types. Note 
that a special license may be needed for some types. In the event the license does not exist 
one the system, a type specification may be ignored and default to a type the system is 
lassitude for. 

Name - wmap.port#.windowType 
Class - Wmap.Port.WindowType 
Value:  
WORLD - Full graphics 
SLD - Reduced graphics set for fixed views (limited pan, no zoom). 
MAPBOARD - Map board view port format (no pan, no zoom). 

The class name may be used to specify default values for all opened view ports, even view 
ports opened after the world map session has been initially started (that is, opening a view 
port from the session manager file dialog box). See sample file. 
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34.2.9 Session privilege login time-out 

This resource may be specified to change the default privilege time-out. When a user logs 
into a privileged account, the world map session starts a timer.(the default value of this timer 
is 30 minutes). When this timer expires, an indication is given to the user that he is about to 
be logged out, and a warning timer of 1 minute is started. When the warning timer expires, 
the user is logged out. The privilege time-out and warning time-out are specified in seconds. 

Name - wmap.port#.timeout 
Class - Wmap.Port.Timeout 
Name - wmap.port#.warning.timeout 
Class - Wmap.Port.Warning.Timeout 

34.3 Sample List File  

wmap.portCount:4 
wmap.port1. iconified: TRUE 
wmap.port1. sizeMode: CENTER 
wmap.port1. initalMap :columbia 
wmap.port1. initialView: the whole shebang 
wmap.port1. screen:0 
 

wmap.port2.iconified:FALSE 
wmap.port2.sizeMode: FULL 
wmap.port2.initialMap: columbia 
wmap.port2.initalView: wing 
wmap.port2.screen:0 
wmap.port2.windowType: SLD 

wmap.port3.iconified: FALSE 
wmap.port3.sizeMode: NORMAL 
wmap.port3.initialMap: columbia 
wmap.port3.initialView: arm 
wmap.port3.screen:1 
wmap.port3.x:200 
wmap.port3.y:200 
wmap.port3.width:800 
wmap.port3.height:800 
wmap.port3.windowType:MAPBOARD 

wmap.port4.sizeMode:FULL 
wmap.port4.initialMap:columbia 
wmap.port4.initialView: wing 
wmap.port4.windowType: MAPBOARD 
 
! 

! Resource class defaults 
! 

! Default initial position 0,0 
wmap.Port.x: 0 
wmap.Port.y:0 
! Default initial width 640 pixels, height 512 pixels 
wmap.Port.x: 640 
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wmap.Port.y:512 
! Default size and position is to use x,y and height, width resources 
wmap.Port.sizeMode: NORMAL 
! Default icon state is not iconified 
wmap.Port.iconified: FALSE 
! Default screen is 0 
wmap.Port.screen :0 
! Default resize state is resize allowed 
wmap.Port.resizable: TRUE 

! Default privilege time-out 2 minutes 
! Default logout warning 30 seconds 
wmap.privilege.timeout :120 
wmap.privilege.timeout.warning : 30 
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35 MATRIX DUMP/LOAD UTILITY 
This section describes a utility that allows users of the Command Sequencing product to 
dump/load matrix definitions to/from text files. 

For a description of command sequencing and the use of matrices for table lookup, see 
Command Sequencing With Templates (CS-800) 

The Matrix Dump/Load utility is called MATLED and may be enabled on the system by 
entering the following command at the VMS prompt of a DECterm or VT terminal: 

$ @MG:[INSTALL]UTIL 

35.1 DUMPING A MATRIX 

To dump a matrix into a text file, enter the following command: 

$ MATLED DUMP filename record: 

Where: 

“filename”=the name of the text file into which the matrix data is to be dumped  

“record”=the matrix number to dump (same as the record number on the MATRIX editor). 
Use “ALL” to indicate all matrices. 

35.2 LOADING A MATRIX 

To load a matrix from a text file, enter the following command: 

$ MATLED LOAD filename 

Where: 

“filename”= the name of the text file 

Note that MATLED does not place the newly loaded matrix online. After loading, the matrix 
can be placed online via the MATRIX editor. 

35.3 MATRIX TEXT FILE FORMAT  

Figure 36.1 contains an example of a matrix text file for a 10 x 40 element matrix (ie. 10 
elements along the horizontal axis, and 40 elements along the vertical axis). 

The first eleven line of the text file contain the following matrix description data: 

- record number 
- matrix description text 
- X origin 
- Y origin 
- X delta 
- Y delta 
- number of X coordinates 
- number of Y coordinates 
- X text description 
- Y text description 
- matrix type (0 = constants, 1 = point names) 
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Lines containing the matrix elements follow this. These are written in sections of 4 x 16 
elements, where the ordering of the section corresponds to scanning the matrix horizontally 
first and then vertically, in a manner that mimics the ordering in the MATRIX editor itself. 

If the matrix is not an even multiple of 4 x 16 sections, MATLED zero-fills the unused parts of 
the sections at the right-hand and bottom boundaries of the matrix. 

Each line of matrix elements contains an explicit row identifier. If a legal row identifier is not 
present, the text file will fail to load. 

The column identification is implicit in the assumption that the 4 x 16 sections of the matrix 
are obtained by scanning the matrix horizontally and then vertically. For the benefit of a 
human reader, MATLED includes in its matrix dumps then column identifications via 
comment lines, but these are not required for reloading. Comment lines are identified by an 
exclamation mark “!” at the beginning of the line. These are ignored when loading. 
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QEI provides a wide variety of Automation Products and 
services to the Electric Utility Industry. QEI’s customers are a 
mixture of major utilities, government and military agencies as 
well as global Electrical Transmission and Distribution OEM's. 
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